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War
Goo from whom all holy desires~ all good counsels) and
all just works do proceed; Give
unto Thy servants that peace
which the world cannot give; that
our hearts may be set to obey
Thy commandments) and also
that by Thee) we being defended
from the fear of our enemies)
may pass our time in rest and
quietness; through the merits of
jesus Christ our Saviour.
The news reached us during a
presentation of The Messiah.
There was something unreal and
far away in the whispered voice
of a friend, "Japan has bombed
Hawaii," just as the choir was
rising for the "Hallelujah Chorus."
It was, of course, not unexpected. Perhaps it came a little
sooner than many of us had
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thought; but its inevitability was
evident since September 3, 1939.
Today no nation of the earth
can sit in isolation from the rest
of the world. All the complex
factors of modern society - economic, social, political-tend, for
good or evil, to draw the nations
of the world toward a common
destiny.
Since December 7, 1941, we
have noted that many Americans
met the coming of war with a
certain sense of relief. The issues
are clear now, and the lines are
sharply drawn. It remains for us
to fight for our God-given heritage and to demonstrate that we
are worthy of the blood and sacrifice of our fathers.
The course of the Christian in
this hour is clear. In gratitude for
the many blessings which God
has given him in and through
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America he will support his government in every way. Our fathers and mothers came here to establish a free Church in a free
land. We shall fight to preserve
both.
As we do what our country
calls us to do, we must continue
to build the Church more earnestly and unitedly than ever before.
In times of war there is always
the danger that we may be tempted to use it as an excuse for delaying or reducing the work of
the Kingdom. That danger must
be avoided at all costs. If ever
men needed the Gospel of Christ,
if ever they had to know how to
live and how to die, it is now.
The work of the Church must go
on.
It is our hope and prayer that
we shall be spared the hysteria
which marked the first World
"'\Var twenty-five years ago. The
minds and hearts of living men
and women still bear the scars
of the unreasoning persecution
and the hysterical fear to which
many Americans succumbed a
generation ago. That must not
come to America again. A victorious war can be fought without
hysteria; in fact, it can be fought
better by a nation calm and determined, a nation united in a
common purpose. And we shall
continue to pray the Lord of
hosts for peace with justice and

honor. The Christian serves his
country always, in the dark hours
of war and the quiet hours of
peace. War is never an end in itself. It is used by the mighty hand
of God as a judgment over the
sins of men and to prepare them
for a better and happier day.
This is no dead end for God.
Now as never before America
needs courage and faith. There
will be problems and sorrow,
blood and tears. We shall not
flinch for that. As of yesterday,
we shall have faith in God and
our country. As for tomorrow, we
shall hope for a brighter morning and a newer spring. God is
here with us in this hour of trial.
He is also waiting for us at its
end, and He will not wait in
vain.

Washington in Wartime
are not always
Sometimes they are
very significant. We were in
Washington twenty-four years
ago, when President Wilson appeared before Congress on an
evening in April and asked that
a state of war with Germany be
declared. Then there was great
excitement, and feeling ran high.
The nation was a divided house.
Many came from all over the
country wearing arm bands readOMPARISONS

C
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ing, "Keep America out of war,"
to hold public meetings protesting against our entering the war,
to interview their congressmen
and senators, urging them to vote
against our entrance into war.
Some of these interviews were
heated affairs. We were told of
an encounter with Senator Wadsworth of New York, who is now
a member of the lower house.
They urged that most of his constituents were against going to
war with Germany. He gave them
the significant reply, "This is a
congressional form of democracy;
and congressmen, while they represent their constituents, are to
vote according to their better
informed judgment and their
greater experience in government." At that time it took several months to solidify public
opinion behind the President and
to create a real war spirit.
President Roosevelt, however,
had the country behind him immediately as the result of the dastardly attack on our possessions.
There were no meetings protesting our entrance into war. Immediately after his five-minute address thousands upon thousands
crowded the enlistment offices.
He received an ovation when he
appeared in Congress; and when
he closed with his ringing appeal,
deafening cheers went up. These
cheers arose not from merry faces
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but from heavy hearts which
realized in terms of human suffering and woe the meaning of
war. These deafening cheers were
a. hearty expression of the full
approval and the energetic support of the President in his prosecution of the war. It was four
days before Congress approved
President Wilson's proposal. This
time the Senate adopted the declaration of war in forty minutes;
and the House, which had some
speeches, in an hour and forty
minutes. In less than four hours
from the time the President made
his speech the war resolution was
passed, engrossed, and signed by
the President, giving the lie to
the German dictator, who charges
that democracies have no fighting blood and cannot unite in a
crisis.
The J aps never were popular
in Washington. As soon as the
brutal attacks on our possessions
became known, angry crowds began to gather in front of the imposing Japanese embassy, which
is situated far back from the
street and is protected by a high
iron fence. Guards were placed
around the embassy. There was
no violence, although a few beer
bottles were thrown harmlessly .
in the yard. The embassy was
soon filled with Japanese. Many
members of the staff lived elsewhere and were told to take up
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residence in the embassy. They
had plenty of whiskey to drinkto keep up their spirits-but insufficient food for so large a
crowd. Large orders for provisions were sent to the grocer,
which would have permitted
them to fare sumptuously, like
the rich man in the parable, before going home to their fate in
Japan. They already owed money to the grocery. The large check
which was sent could not be
cashed because all Japanese funds
had been impounded.
No doubt by now Uncle Sam
has relented in the case of the
embassy and has permitted withdrawal of funds for its needs.
Enough money was collected
among the J aps to buy food for
their immediate needs. The members of the Chinese embassy and
Chinese reporters, since to us they
look so much like the Japanese,
are having a hard time getting
in anywhere. One of the Chinese
reporters appeared at the Capitol
door wearing a small placard,
"I am a Chinese reporter and not
Japanese. Please!" Small boys in
the neighborhood discovered that
the embassy had lit fires in the
back yard which were hungrily
devouring documents.
The country has undergone a
change overnight so great tha·t it
is hardly believable. Nowhere is
this more evident than in Wash-

ington. Official Washington is
keyed up to its greater task, and
goveniment officers are working
feverishly. A new spirit has taken
hold of Congress. All party lines
have ·disappeared on the war issue. It is realized that, like England, we are facing the most critical ordeal of our whole history.
The integrity of our republic is
at stake, and all the high and
noble political and spiritual entities of a free democratic nation,
yea,
Humanity with all its fears,
With all the hopes of future years,
Is hanging breathless on our fate,
0 Ship of State!

The Church's Task in 1942
is much concern over
apathy and indifference
with which the peoples of the
world are facing the future. A
kind of fatalism seems to have
gripped the hearts of men.
The problem of morale goes
much deeper today than formulating fine phrases at the psychological moments. It reaches down
to the foundations of our civilization itself. To improve morale
we shall have to change the foundation of things upon which our
culture has been built. This is a
task not for diplomats, but for
the Christian Church. Men need
HERE

T the
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the light of the Christian philosophy of life not only to distinguish clearly between the issues
which are demanding their loyalty today, but also to be able to
face the future unafraid. Whatever else 1942 may bring, it will
surely bring overwhelming opportunities to shed the light of Christianity upon the gathering gloom
"nd also upon the problems which
will have to be solved when there
i~ peace again. In meeting these
opportunities there can be no
apathy and no defeatism. The situation in the world and in human
hearts calls for heroic Christian
witness in 1942. In this task lies
all the hope for the tomorrow of
the world and of the Church.

Persecution in Russia and
Germany
o amount of propaganda can
banish from the world the
cold and irrefutable fact that
Soviet Russia has, on principle
and . on system, persecuted the
Christian Church with venomous
hatred. When Stalin's friends attempt now, in the sweat of their
brows, to picture the dictator of
Russia as being favorably disposed toward the religion of Jesus
Christ, they are, in plain truth,
t:ngaged in the impossible task
of trying to change black into

N
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white. It would be folly of the
worst type for anyone to believe
that genuine Stalinism and genuine Christianity can ever mix.
The Nazis, too, are moving
heaven and earth in an endeavor
to prove that there is no religious persecution in the Third
Reich. Why has the Brown House
in Munich, which recently formulated thirteen points as important elements of Germany's
post-war policy, declared in favor
of extending official financial
control of church activity, of
dissolving church movements
among the youth, and of deterring regional churches from communicating with one another?
'!\Thy has the Gestapo~ in spite of
much opposition, insisted on suppressing the widely known Benedictine missionary centre of St.
Ottilien and the abbeys. of
Schweiklberg and Miinsterschwarzbach? Why have 14,000
religious publications-95 per
cent of the total number issued
in Germany before the war-been
suspended while only 20 per cent
of the secular periodicals have
been discontinued? The defenders of Hitler will, it is true, contend that the suspensions have
been resorted to because of the
constantly growing paper shortage; but why the great disparity?
'!\Thy does the Third Reich insist
on controlling doctrinal teaching
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at the universities? Why do the
powers that be look with unconcealed disfavor upon the Confessionals, who, for more than
one good reason, want to keep
the training of their clergy in
their own hands?
When Hitler's propagandists
tell us that there is no religious
persecution in the domain of the
Swastika, they, too, like those
who attempt to whitewash the
master of the Kremlin, are engaged in the impossible task of
trying to change black into white.
The plain fact remains that totalitarianism, whether it be the
German brand or the Russian
brand, recognizes and tolerates
no limits to the invasion of the
state into the sphere of conscience.

The Hider Youth

J. H.
D Czech

VRANEK~

a prominent
who was former 1y
employed by the University of
Wales as lecturer on international relations, recently had some
pertinent and thought-provoking
things to say about the Hitler
] ugend. He declared that, forty
or fifty years ago, Germany did
commendable pioneer work in
fostering youth movements. In
those days, he contended, the organizations were idealistic in
R.

character, unpolitical, and above
class, clique, or party. But when
the Nazis came into power, all
existing youth groups were liquidated by governmental decree.
In their place the Hitler ]ugend
was brought into being; and, in
1939, failure of German youths
to register in the organization
was made a criminal offense. It
is through the agency of the Hitler Youth, stated Dr. Vranek,
that the Nazis are able to control both the bodies and the
minds of the young men of Germany. He described youth leadership in the Third Reich as a
carefully directed and well-paid
profession. It is "accompanied by
party politics, cliques, intrigues,
vice, and corruption. The teaching system is force and fear, and
behind it are the Gestapo and
the internment camp." Dr. Vranek went on to say that the Hitler ] ugend has been devised to
destroy individuality, to crush
family life, and to inculcate contempt for women.

1492-1942
years
F have passed since Christopher
OUR HUNDRED AND FIFTY

Columbus discovered the American hemisphere. He died without having realized the full extent of his famous discovery. This
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great hemisphere was as yet unexplored, and Columbus' report
of his voyages fired the zeal of
other brave men to explore further the unknown corners of the
world. Today the world lies before us as an open book. Men
have traveled everywhere by land,
sea, and air. The distance covered
by Columbus with fear and trepidation in months can now be
flown in a day-and in comparative ease and safety. Distance no
longer lends enchantment to the
view. We see our world-neighbors,
and they see us in what is beginning to be an intimate, realistic,
and even uncomfortable proximity. American-made films that formerly, with impunity, used Mexicans as villains, now result in
financially destructive boycotts.
The women's styles set by Paris,
London, or New York are immediately copied by the ladies of
Russia, China, Argentina, Hawaii,
and Australia. The rapid movement of men and machinery ·to
all parts of the world today for
war purposes is but the beginning of a more rapid intercommunication for social, political,
and economic purposes that will
follow upon the conclusion of
World War II.
Few of us realize today what
this will mean for our future
daily lives, but only those who
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refuse to see will dispute the fact
that the old order of things is no
more. And is it not now time to
study the implications in the
changing order for the future of
the Church and its missions? Will
not the changes coming so rapidly open up new doors for the
Gospel? Will we not be remiss
in our duty if we are not ready
to go in when such doors are
opened to us? As we begin this
year of our Lord 1942, we shall
give serious thought to these
things.

A Tribute to Simon
Guggenheim
GUGGENHEIM, millionSIMON
aire industrialist and former
senator from Colorado, died November 2, 1941. When his will
was probated, it was found that
he had designated $100,000 for a
scholarship fund, the net income
to be devoted annually to aid
members of each graduating class
of Central High School in Philadelphia. Guggenheim wrote that
this bequest was "in the solemn
form of a testament to the affection and regard I have always
held for the school and my appreciation of the education I received there." The will also pro-
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"the churches of America have
neglected and are still neglecting
2 great opportunity to help reintegrate the migrant into our national life by their failure to
bring the meaning and services
of the church to these wanderers
in the wasteland."
Some church groups have
"erected new frameworks for
knitting the migrant once more
into the accustomed fabric of society." On the whole, however,
the Church seems to have neg)ected the spiritual and material
welfare of this most forgotten of

all America's forgotten people.
''\'e believe the Church should
include in its agenda for immediate action decisive efforts to
bring both spiritual and economic ministrations to the refugees of
our own land. Should the Church
wilfully or ignorantly neglect
these people, then this festering
sore in American society is apt
to grow larger and even more
deleterious. Where the implications of true faith, as outlined
hy St. James, are neglected, then
the entire body politic will deteriorate morally and spiritually.

New Year's Prayer
To Thee, Lord, as the year begins,
I come, repenting of my sins;
And I would bow in fervent prayer
To thank Thee for Thy loving care.
Though often from Thy paths I've strayed,
Though oft my soul has been afraid,
Thou still hast brought me back to Thee,
Hast chastened, loved, forgiven me.
Help me, 0 Lord, this coming year
Thy will to do, Thy name to fear.
Help me, 0 Lord, to walk Thy way,
Drawing me nearer, day by day.
-DoRis R. KRuoop.

The

PILGRIM
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
other side."

B Y

0.

K R E T Z M A N N

pear to be ashamed of it ... His
eyes are bold, even defiant . . .
There is no disgrace, he seems to
feel, in being dirty these days
when the whole world is dirty
... In fact, he is just a little contemptuous of me and my kind
. . . Our dirt may not be so obvious, but it is crusted and deep
and cannot be so easily washed
away ...
He arrived at my door at the
right moment . . . I had been
wondering, these ominous and
joyous December days as 1941
staggered toward midnight, how
I could possibly greet the dawn of
1942 . . . More comment on the
headlines? ... Words seem a little
thing when men are once more
dying for freedom ... A lamentation over the state of the world?
. .. Now is the hour of faith and
courage and hope . . .
And so I turned to the sparrow
... Perhaps, I thought, he can be
transformed into a symbol of near
thing~, of little things, even of
holy and lasting things . . . I
called in two of my young friends

Three Men on a Sparrow
came to live with me one
cold night about two weeks
ago ... He has really been very
little bother ... During the day,
from dawn to dusk, he goes about
his business, but every evening as
the shadows grow long he comes
back . . . I can almost set my
watch by the moment of his return ... Between 6:00 and 6:15
there is a cautious flutter around
the door before he finally settles himself above the post on the
northeast corner of the porch ...
He seems to know that in this
latitude and at this time of the
year all the biting winds come
from the north and the east . . .
In that corner he is safe from
these two . . . Whatever comes
from the south he seems to be
ready to take in his stride ...
He is the dirtiest sparrow I
have ever seen . . . His feathers
are black with soot and brown
with Indiana dust . . . He is a
living and flying indictment of
the street cleaning department in
My Town . . . Nor does he ap-
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Our associate surveys the present situation

WE ARE AT WAR
By 0. A.

GEISEMAN

E are at war. The worst of
our fears have now become
tragic reality. How tragic time
alone can tell. Meanwhile, however, we know that we are at war
and that we, together with the
other peoples of the world, find
ourselves in unbelievably strange
alliances. The Lutherans of Germany have overrun the Lutherans of Norway. The Catholics of
Italy have impaled the Catholics
of France on the spear of treachery. The Catholics, the Lutherans, and other Christians of
America have made common
cause with the infidel pagans of
Russia. The Lutherans, the Catholics, and other Christians of
Germany have joined hands with
the idolatrous pagans of Japan.
Christian and pagan are fighting
against Christian and pagan.

game of mutual self-destruction
are not simple. Probably no people in the world can entirely excuse itself from sharing in the
blame for the present catastrophe. It is a generally accepted
fact that we, the people of the
United States, also have reason
to stand in the presence of God
with bowed heads and penitent
hearts because of the part which
we have played in the creation of
a Hitler and all that his name
symbolizes to the American mind.
Had we and other countries
which, like ourselves, shared rich1y in the bounties of God, extended to suffering peoples the
helping hand graciously and unselfishly when our help was most
needed, it is at least possible that
the raging, universal conflagration whose flames are kept alive
with human flesh and nourished
with human blood would never
have had an opportunity to develop to such fearful and universal proportions.

W

How Did It Happen?
why the peoples of
T the reasons
world have once again
HE

become engaged in the devil' s
16
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The fact that we and our principal allies, the British, must
assume our proportionate part of
the guilt for the world's heartaches at this hour does not mean,
however, that we must now stand
idly by and allow elements of
brute force to overrun the world
and to destroy blessings of God
such as peace, freedom, social
justice, and democratic forms of
government, which in relative
measure have accrued to us as
blessings-blessings brought the
world primarily through the influence of the Christian religion.

Our Attitude Toward the War
student of social problems knows that one wrong
is likely to produce another. Sin
begets sin. The criminal elements
in our country have probably
come chiefly out of the slum areas
that disgrace our great metropolitan centers. Because boys and
girls were born into and reared
under conditions of poverty and
squalor, only too many of them
have become enemies of society
and have turned to crimes of
violence to express the bitterness
that came to fill their souls. Obviously, the persons who permitted the slums to exist and
who, by their greed, their selfishness, or their indifference, condemned boys and girls to live in

E
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such a crime-breeding environment, must reproach themselves
for the unholy brood whose moral and spiritual sires they have
become. This does not mean,
however, that they must now
stand idly by and allow criminals
to pursue their bloody course
without trY,ing to bring the evildoers to justice or even seeking
to maintain outward order and
decency in human society. Even
though the unpardonable existence of slums may explain many
a criminal career, it does not in
any way excuse the person who
takes to a life of crime.
In like manner, it is equally
true that, whereas the greed and
selfishness of rich democracies
may in part explain the rise of
Hitlerism and all that it stands
for, it certainly in no wise excuses
the ruthlessness wherewith Germany's mighty military machine
has brought death and destruction to nations great and small.
Even as we in our country find
ourselves compelled to stop the
criminal in his tracks, no matter
what may have caused his deeds
of crime, just so must we now
also bring the full force of our
military might to bear, to the end
that international crime may be
stopped and criminals on the
grand scale may be brought to
justice.

I
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The Duty of Government
of our government in
T the duty
present international situHE

ation, therefore, is plain. It is the
duly constituted authority which
has been equipped by God with
the power of the sword. It must
function in a world in which, at
best, the goodness and the badness of men are always relative.
The fact that we as a nation cannot present ourselves as a lily
which is absolutely and perfectly
pure and white does not mean
that our government must now,
or that it even dare now, indifferently look on and allow unmitigated evil to become the one
dominant force throughout the
world. The government is responsible for the protection of those
earthly and material blessings
which God has given us. When it
· discovers that these are attacked
with diabolical treachery by inimical forces, it must forsake,
however reluctantly, the pathways of peace and turn to war.
Here there is a sharp distinction between the duties of government and those of the Church.
The Church approaches the problems of life and humanity armed
only with the message of peace.
Its function at all times remains
that of bringing the good news
of God's love in Christ to the
children of men everywhere. The
State is equipped otherwise. If its

affairs are wisely managed, it will
seek to fulfill its duties and
achieve its ends by peaceful methods of moral suasion and by the
employment of sound reason and
human understanding. When
these means fail, however, and
the use of force becomes imperative, then the government must
strike. And when it does, it becomes the duty of every citizen
to give wholehearted and unfailing support to his government in
the fulfillment of its gruesome
task.

The Silver Lining
requires no special gift of
I imagination
to foresee that this
T

war, which has been thrust upon
us, will be "hard and long" and
that it will quite completely drain
our economic resources and bring
sorrow and mourning into many
American homes. Yet even this
dark cloud of war need not be
entirely without its silver lining.
If we look at it from a purely
national point of view, we may
say that it already has brought us
blessing inasmuch as it once
again has welded the economically and politically conflicting elements of our country into a
strongly united people.
The industrial revolution and
the age of technology have for
many years caused a conflict between capital and labor which
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steadily grew more tense. So long
as capital controlled both the
government and the press, the
American people did not become
so clearly aware of this division
between the classes in this country. When the laboring masses,
however, succeeded in electing a
government to power which came
to be known as the New Deal,
the voice of the masses was made
to be heard with all the support
and authority which government
could give it. Meanwhile, political propagandists, who opposed
the government in power, and
the press, which was controlled
by capital, expressed the opposing point of view. Thus the
marked cleavage in thought
which existed between contending elements in American society
became very apparent and filled
the hearts of many with grave concern. This state of disunion now
has vanished because of the perils
which threaten our entire nation;
and the American people, as such,
once again presents a united front
against a formidable aggregation
of common foreign foes. Just as
estranged members of a family
often become reunited in the dark
hour of a common sorrow when
they stand at the grave of a loved
one, even so has the tragedy of
war effected a reunion between
divergent elements in our land.
What is more, the fact that as a
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nation we will now be compelled
to devote all our thought and effort to the prosecution of the war
will cause most minds which have
been trying to resolve our internal
economic problems to turn away
from these for a time and let them
rest. It is not at all improbable
that this pause in our passionate
pursuit of solutions for our economic difficulties may enable us
to return to these questions after
the interval of the war and to approach them more wisely and
more calmly than would have
been possible without such a period of truce.
Internationally, too, one may
think of blessings which may accrue to humanity as a result of
the present war. Although Almighty God has allowed the peoples of the world to be brought
into closer proximity to one another by modern means of transportation and communication,
and although present day knowledge of the social sciences gives
man a better knowledge and understanding of the complete interdependence of all men, humanity
has not as yet learned how to give
and take in such a way as to provide all the peoples of the earth
with reasonable conditions of
life. God has found it necessary,
it would seem, to allow another
World War to come upon the
children of men to batter down
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such barriers as have been erected
by human greed and selfishness
and as would effectively serve to
prevent more reasonable and
more humane international relationships from being achieved. If
such an end can be effected
through the present World War,
then the blessing that accrues to
subsequent generations will be
worth whatever price God may require of this generation to pay
for it. It is for such a blessing that
Christians must pray and our government must work, so that when
peace does return it will be established upon bases which will be
both "just and durable."
Yes, even the Church may, in
the final analysis, discover a silver
lining in the black clouds which
momentarily seem completely to
overshadow its blessed work and
which may once again cause men
to say that Christianity has failed.
Eventually, a sounder kind of
reasoning is likely to prevail. Men
in large numbers may discover
that what the world needs is not
less, but more, Christianity; that
what God has given men in Christianity is good and adequate to
meet the needs of men both for
time and for eternity and that
men have failed because they have
contemptuously rejected its blessings or, professing to accept them,
have failed so woefully in applying Christian principles to life.

What is more, the present conflict may, under God, eventually
also serve to bring about a greater measure of unity among the
members of Christ's Church.
Christians who have become separated from one another along
both nationalistic and denominational lines may learn in greater
numbers to think of one another
not primarily as members of different nations or of different denominations but, first of all, as
disciples of Jesus who through
faith in Him have one God and
one Father. If loyalty to Christ
can become primary and all other loyalties can be subordinated
thereto on the part of all Christian people, the task of getting
them united in faith on the basis
of God's Word will be incomparably easier. Then, first of all,
there will be a burning desire for
unity, and, secondly, there will be
a humbler readiness to eliminate
the obstacles of human pride and
human traditions, which have so
often served to keep Christian
people disunited.
Finally, the stern realities of
war may drive ever-increasing
numbers of men into the Scriptures and cause them humbly to
sit at the feet of God while He
makes them wise unto salvation
through faith which is in Christ
Jesus by teaching them His saving Gospel. The past one hundred
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years and more have found man
growing so wise in his own conceits that he has often treated
God's Book of supernatural revelation with complete and unblushing contempt. Many theological
scholars have toyed with the sacred Scriptures as though these
contained little more than myths
and tales whose authenticity it
was their duty to debunk. The
masses even in so-called Christian
countries were content that a
beautiful leather-bound Bible
should serve as an ornament on
their library shelves or on the living-room table. In their hearts
they had no interest and no regard for the eternal message which
the Bible contained for them. The
war may change the attitude of
many. It is interesting to hear that
in a country like Germany, where
for years the people have been in
the grip of a war psychosis, there
undeniably is an increased interest in Bible reading. In the very
land in which negative higher
Biblical criticism found its fullest
development a great many persons are said to be returning to
what their theological mentors of
yesterday sought to dispose of as
so much useless chaff. Perhaps a
similar blessing will accrue also
to our nation and to others as
well. It often happens that a person who has been indifferent to
religion undergoes a change of
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heart and attitude as the result of
serious illness or of some other
catastrophic experience. Perhaps
the epidemic of war which presently afflicts the entire world may
serve a similar purpose with untold numbers of men. If so, then
even war will be a small price to
pay for a blessing of such incalculable worth.
It is important, we believe, that
Christians should look for the silver lining in the dark cloud of
war and not forget the beautiful
promise of God that all things, no
matter how terrible they may be
in themselves, must work together
for good to those ·who love God.
If anyone should be disposed to
regard such sentiments as these as
mere wishful thinking, then we
should like to remind him of lessons which may be learned from
the history of the past. When Israel was carried off into the Babylonian captivity; when Alexander
the Great made his triumphant
marches of conquest through Asia
Minor, Palestine, Egypt, and the
East; when subsequent wars between the successors of Alexander
caused the Jews to become a
widely dispersed people; when
eventually the eagle of Roman
imperialism spread its wings over
cne of the greatest empires of all
times; when, we say, all these
things came to pass, perhaps not
a single victim of these circum-
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stances could discover any conceivable good in them. Today we
know that all these seemingly destructive acts of men were overruled by God in such a way as to
prepare the stage for the coming
of Christ. When these things were

done, the fullness of time had
come in which God sent forth His
Son. As for ourselves, we do not
find it difficult to believe that the
King of Kings may again adapt
the destructive works of man to
His own constructive ends.

Cum Fide Pueri
- -(With the faith of a boy)
He walked alone on foot for many a dayIn winter's snows and April's rains he strode.
He stumbled many times along the road,
Spent wakeful, fearful nights along the way.
A hooting owl, the whistling wind at play,
Made ghastly ghosts inhabit his abode.
Nor did his spirits fall when signboards showed
His destination still was miles away.
At last at Heaven's door he stood, aware
That nothing for an offering did he bring.
He had no wealth, no deeds which could compare
To soaring eagles, flowers, or anything.
And yet, with grace he was admitted there
By these sweet words, "I came to see the King."
JEsSIE E. SwANsoN.
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ASTR 0LABE
BY

THEODORE GRAEBNER
AND AD. HAENTZSCHEL

Hist~

caitiff, hist!
I hear them in their donjons
strum their astrolabes!
-Frithjof's Saga

----------------------------------~·~'--------------at an undertaking there will fall
to each less than half the effort
that would be required of one,
and yet the sum of their joint effort will equal the previous total.
But will not such a dualism
give a streaky effect to a column,
so that one will be able to say,
"Here spake Jack," and "There
spake Jock"? We'll chance that
without much fear. People who
know the CRESSET editors well
have often tried to pick the writers of unsigned editorials and reviews, and their hits have been
fewer than the theory of chance
allowed them.

Yes, this is the very place
where the Alembic stood•
for four years-but its place henceforth shall know it no more. It
did not explode, nor did it go the
way of all glass by some other
calamity. It was tenderly set aside
and given a safe corner on a neat
little shelf in the storeroom of
precious things of the past.
In its place has been erected
the Astrolabe, and there will be
two to tend it. "Two are better
than one," says Ecclesiastes, speaking of the division of labor. It is
a paradox of human cooperation
that if two work hand in hand
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Of course, autobiographical details might convey a hint, such
as, "I fixed him with my beady
eye," or, "Then I raised my stentorian voice." But isn't it to be
suspected that the columnists
will be tempted to fabricate just
such details maliciously, hoping
to mislead the unwary? It is the
sort of temptation against which
even the saintliest of men are not
proof.
Whatever the ultimate result,
here is the Astrolabe. May it live
and prosper!
0. P. KRETZMANN.
A LITERARY CURIOSITY

Eminence~

In his Grey
which
is receiving much attention,
•
Aldous Huxley refers to the ancient tale of Barlaam and 1osaphat and calls it "a rna jor historical curiosity"; but he leaves
the most amazing part of its history untold. That is to be regretted, for the story of this tale
and what came of it has not its
like anywhere else in the annals
of literature.
Along about the sixth century
there began to circulate in the
ncar East a pious romance under
the title of Barlaam and ] osaphat. It told of an Indian prince
who left the life of pleasure
which his father had planned for
him and was converted to Chris-

tianity and asceticism by a disguised hermit. The prince is 1osaphat; the hermit who converts
him is Barlaam. This story, which
was soon after ascribed to St.
1ohn of Damascus, was readily
accepted as true and became immensely popular among Eastern
Christians. It was translated into
Arabic, Ethiopic, and practically
every language of Europe, including even Icelandic; and everywhere it became a cherished part
of religious literature. Grey Eminence relates how a copy of the
tale, discarded by marauding soldiers near Versailles in 1591,
shaped the whole future life of
one of the most gifted Frenchmen of the age.
About the middle of the last
century scholars showed conclusively that the princely 1osaphat
is in reality none other than
Buddha, and that the whole tale
has been lifted from an early
Sanskrit biography of Buddha,
not only in its main events, but
in minor details and even in
phraseology. The one real change
is that Buddha, instead of simply turning away from the world,
as in the original, turns to Christianity. Even the name 1osaphat
is a corruption of Bodhisat (one
who is about to become a Buddha). This is as far as Huxley
carries the record.
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THE WAY TO SAINTHOOD

A

But there is considerably
Wmore. Such colorful spiritual adventures as were attributed
to "Josaphat" made it appear to
the medieval mind that he must
perforce have been a saint. Now
saints were held to be one of
those valuable commodities of
which one cannot have too much.
The chance to acquire a new
saint was an opportunity that
was certainly not to be sneezed
at, seeing that saints have varying skills and aptitudes-one for
spavin, another for murrain, a
third for chilblains, and so on.
What a grievous pity, then, to
overlook any candidate who
might be qualified for who-couldtell-what unusual manipulation
that was quite out of the line of
previously available saints! Inevitably, "Josaphat" became a saint
and was listed as such in the
Roman Martyrology, and Barlaam with him.
In 1584, Pope Gregory XIII
had the martyrology revised,
brought up to date, and "imposed on the whole church," as
the Catholic Encyclopaedia
puts it, by virtue of his papal
authority. Among those who
passed muster were "The Holy
Saint Josaphat of India, whose
wonderful acts St. John of Da-
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mascus has related," and Barlaam. November 27 was set apart
as the feast day of the saintly
pair, when special indulgences
were to be had for prayers directed to them and other honors
shown them.
Saints Barlaam and J osaphat
did not become particularly
prominent in their new station,
but they received a fair amount
of attention. A monastery in
Thessaly was dedicated to Barlaam, and a church in Palermo
to Josaphat. Nor were relics altogether wanting, for a part of
the spine and another bone of
St. Josaphat were presented to a
king of Portugal by a doge of
Venice and are now treasured in
a church at Antwerp. If the reader is inclined to hold against the
saint what may seem like a lack
of generosity with his relics, he
will feel more kindly after reading in the Book of the Great Decease what a scramble there was
for the relics of the Buddha after
his body had been consumed on
the funeral pyre at Kusinara.

A MOST CONFUSING
COMPLICATION
Buddha, accordingly, as we
have seen, together with
•
Rarlaam, became a Catholic saint,
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so that to this day it is proper to
erect shrines to him and proper
for Catholics to offer up prayers
to him that he use his influence
with God for their benefit. The
same, of course, goes for Barlaam.
Rut here another complication
arises. The reader, hearing all
along of Barlaam and Josaphat,
has no doubt formed the impression that there are two men in
question. He is excusable for
having drawn this conclusion,
but that does not alter the fact
that he is sadly mistaken. There
is only one. As J osaphat is a corruption of Bodhisat, so Barlaam
is a corruption of Bhagavan, "the
Lord," a title customarily applied
to Buddha. In other words, Barlaam and J osaphat are both
Buddha.
You see where this lands us.
Thomas Aquinas, the prince of
Catholic teachers, speaking of
the cult of the saints, holds that
"we must piously believe that in
this matter also the judgment of
the Church is not liable to error" -which evidently means that
papal pronouncements on this
score are infallible. That would
seem to read Buddha solidly into heaven where, according to
his teachings, he did not at all
want to go. But is that fair to,
for instance, Mohammed, who
has not been read into heaven?
And how are we to regard Bud-

dha-as two Christian saints or
as one saint counted twice?
Whichever may be the case, is
it fair to the common run of
saints who are just one of them
and count only once?
No doubt you will agree that
it is all very, very confusing.

HOUSEHOLD HINT

t~le·

A

The nex_t time your
nngs and a vo1ce
greets you with, "Who is this?"
blast the bounder with the words,
"How am I to tell? I can't see you
over the phone."
(No,. we didn't read this anywhere. It is newly minted-our
own coinage. You can be the first
to put it into circulation in your
village. It will identify you as a
CR.EssET reader.)

~phone

THE SMOKIES REVISITED

-

A

A trip into the Big Smokies
is not
the "experience of a lifetime"
claimed for it by the guide books
-not if the Sangre de Cristo of
New Mexico are unvisited, or the
Sierras, or the Sawtooth Range.
The Smokies have none of the

~of Eastern Tennessee

I
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savage grandeur of the Tetons,
nor the majesty of the Banff country and of the scenery on the highway to Jasper.
But the Great Smokies have a
few things you will not find elsewhere in all America, and you
will not find them in the Smokies unless you have eyes to see. If
you drive your car four miles
from Gatlinburg to the Cherokee
Orchard and then transfer to saddle horse for the trail up Mt. Le
Conte, you will see the greatest
botanical wonders in America if
you are a botanist; and if you
but have an eye for plants, no
matter how untutored, you will
see something that will cause you
to forget any forest you have ever
seen. Even California has no tulip trees like these, no hemlocks
whose branches begin a hundred
feet above ground, no cherry
u·ees which it takes three men to
span. (Still, I have been in company that admired only the surefootedness of the horses and the
pleasant shade.) Yes, these forests are unique; and at Greenbriar you will see giant trees in
surroundings that seem to belong
to the age before man's transgression laid a curse upon the earth.
Then there is a break in the
trees: you look out over miles of
country, and you understand the
name, The Smokies. The guide
books tell you that it is because
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of the haze which covers the
mountains most of the time. But
all mountains have a grey or
blue haze, unless they face the
desert. Here, however, you see
something you will not see elsewhere-slender columns of vapor
rising from hollows here and
there, like smoke from a camp
fire. These slender spumes of
steam rising from the wet forest
where a cold pocket of air settles down, moving upward and
spreading out on top-these columns of fog, seen almost every
day, but especially when the
night has brought a rain, have
given the name Smokies to these
mountains of Eastern Tennessee
and Western North Carolina.
If you do not see this phenomenon elsewhere, it is because of the
eighty inches of rainfall (compare this with the twenty-seven
in Minnesota and thirteen in
Montana) which is the annual
mean for this part of the Appalachians.

MIRACLES UNDER FOOT

A

The ride from the old Cherokee Orchard to the summit
•
of M t. Le Conte is seven miles.
It takes you from a level of 4000'
to a level of 6600' above the sea.
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\ ou travel in the shadow of the
great forests all of the seven
miles, with a stretch of a hundred
feet of sunlight at three or four
turns. In this eternal shade there
are conditions which give this
area the richest variety of plant
life in the world. There are here
148 species of trees, more than in
all of Europe from North Cape
to the Mediterranean. There are
fifteen hundred species of wild
plants that bloom prior to June.
There is rhododendron and
mountain laurel, trailing arbutus and flame azalea and galax in
the most amazing profusion. And
eYerywhere around you ferns and
mosses cover the ground with
many shades of green. I mean
cover the ground. Unless the government has cut a path, there is
no earth to be seen at any time.
Every ledge of rock, every slope
and hollow, from cove to cove
and beyond, the ridges in every
direction are covered with cryptogamous plants-mosses, lichens,
and fungi of every variety. One
of our companions on this ride
to the pinnacle of Mt. Le Conte
had classified 1300 fungi for his
thesis in botany, 1300 species of
mushrooms. What does this mean
to the casual visitor? If he has
eyes to see, it means that he
walks through miles of landscape
covered with such amazing beauty that no language can do it

justice. As you look out from
your vantage point on horseback
you see the stretches of fern billowing away as far as the eye can
reach to the right and to the left
of you. But your wonder mounts
as you stand still and investigate
some of the plant covering on
the ledges and fallen trees. There
is upon the closest inspection in
these seven miles no piece of
ground as large as your palm (except on the bridle path itself)
that is not covered with dense
and luxurious growth.
A memorable passage in John
Ruskin's Modern Painters is entitled "Mosses and Lichens."
"No words," says Ruskin, "that
I know of, will say what these
mosses are. None are delicate
enough, none perfect enough,
none rich enough." He continues:
"How is one to tell of the
rounded bosses of furred and
beaming green-the starred divisions of rubied bloom, fine filmed,
a~ if the Rock Spirits could spin
porphyry as we do glass - the
traceries of intricate silver, and
fringes of amber, lustrous, arborescent, burnished through every
fibre into fitful brightness and
glossy traverses of silken change?
"In one sense the humblest, in
another they are the most honored of the earth-children. Unfading, as motionless, the worm
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frets them not, and the autumn
wastes not. Strong in lowliness,
they neither blanch in heat nor
pine in frost. To them, slow-figured, constant-hearted, is entrusted the weaving of the dark,
eternal tapestries of the hills; to
them, slow-pencilled, iris-dyed,
the tender framing of their endless imagery. Sharing the stillness of the unimpassioned rock,
they share also its endurance;
and while the winds of departing spring scatter the white hawthorn blossom like drifted snow,
and summer dims on the parched
meadow the drooping of its cowslip-gold-far above, among the
mountains, the silver lichen-spots
rest, star-like, on the stone; and
the gathering orange stain upon
the edge of yonder western peak
reflects the sunsets of a thousand
years."

TREE OBSEQUIES ON
LECONTE

A

This is what God does with
. t h e trees when they fall on
the slopes of Le Conte. He covers
them at once with a film of vegetation composed of ten thousand
plants to the foot, so small that

J
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the eye cannot distinguish them.
Then the miracle of burial commences. The bark begins to
sprout lichens, which are tiny
plants composed of little scales
of every color, mostly a dark
green. Then the mosses begin to
grow, forming more than an inch
of carpet over the exposed parts
of the tree. Among these are the
marvelous club mosses and many
varieties known only by botanical
names. But this is not all: amidst
the undescribable profusion of
mosses, in the humus which begins to form on the bark and to
cover it with a blanket, there is
rich soil for maidenhair fern, fly
mushroom, violets and hepatica,
trillium and orchids. As you note
one after another of fallen trunks
covered with this ineffable beauty, you will say that the finest
gardens planted by the hand of
man are poor, clumsy, and fumbling efforts compared with these
masterpieces of the Creator. One
cf our party pushed aside the
branches of a rhododendron and
stood gazing for a minute at one
of these fallen trunks, draped for
its burial of earth to earth. As he
turned away, he quietly remarked,-"and some people don't
believe in God."

~ AND MUSIC

MAKERS

Some Thought-Provoking Questions
[Continued]

BY

WALTER

A.

HANSEN

Isn't it fair to say that all criticism
should be constructive?
h I shall quote what Ernest
•. Newman, one of the ablest
and most astute music critics of
recent times, said in the London
Sunday Times on July 15, 1923.
Here are the wisdom-laden words:

amount of destruction. We must clear
away the rubbish from a site before
we can build on it; we must break a
prisoner's bonds before he can walk
free. The function of criticism, I take
it, is to try to get at the truth; and
getting at the truth necessitates clearing away what we conceive to be
error.

My friend solemnly adjures me to
cease being a destructive critic and
try to become a constructive critic. That, again, is an old fallacy. To
deny is not always to be destructive.
It depends on what you deny, and
why you deny it. To destroy does not
necessarily mean to slay a truth and
put nothing in its place. It may
mean slaying an error and putting
truth in its place. To say that two
and two are not five is being constructive, not destructive; for you
maintain the negative proposition
because you have worked out for
yourself the positive proposition that
two and two make four.
Most construction, indeed, depends for its very start on a certain

Could there be a better answer?
Have the light operas written by
Gilbert and Sullivan outlived whatever value or usefulness they may
have had in days gone by?

h What a question! The answer,
•. of course, is a whacking "No!"
There are good reasons why William Schwenck Gilbert and Arthur Seymour Sullivan came to
be called "the heavenly twins" of
light opera.
Those who base their judgment of Sullivan's ability on his
symphony, his music for Shakes30
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pearean plays, his cantatas, and
his hymn tunes must conclude, I
believe, that, far from climbing
to the pinnacles of genuine greatness, the man whom many of his
contemporaries looked upon as
England's unofficial composer
laureate disported himself almost
constantly in the outskirts of the
foothills.
I myself am inclined to mention "The Lost Chord" as one
of Sullivan's lamentable missteps.
But I hear some of you saying,
"Not so fast, old chap! We like
'The Lost Chord,' and we'll not
stand by with our hands folded
in peaceful submissiveness while
you besmirch it with your scorn."
"Good!" I return. "I'm not
itching for a squabble; but the
musical portion of 'The Lost
Chord' has, as long as I can remember, been a thorn in the
flesh so far as I am concerned.
Nevertheless, I am more than
willing to concede that my own
conclusion with respect to the
song may be both warped and
hopelessly wide of the mark. I
like the setting no better than I
like the melody which Sullivan
wrote for 'Onward, Christian
Soldiers.'
"Yes, the tune of 'Onward,
Christian Soldiers' is suitableeven admirable-for marching;
but is it equally suitable as the
melody of a hymn?"
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One of these days I am going
to sit down and write about some
interesting discussions I have had
concerning that wilful and utterly unpredictable something which
men call taste. My screed will be
entitled "Conversations With a
Sacred Cow." You know, of
course, that the name of the sacred cow is Taste.
Even if we hearken to the still,
small voice of caution and grant
that, for all we know, the settings of "The Lost Chord" and
"Onward, Christian Soldiers"
may be imperishable classics, the
cold and stubborn fact remains
that Sullivan did not get his
bearings in the field of composition until he undertook to write
the music for Gilbert's inimitable lyrics and in this way became one of "the heavenly twins"
of light opera.
Gilbert, too, had tried his hand
at other forms of writing before
he found himself. He had been
l\ playwright. But where are his
plays today? They are dead and
buried. Does anyone mourn their
demise? No.
Gilbert's Bab Ballads still have
a delightful tang; but I venture
to say that, by and large, they
lack the staying power of the
wonderfully clever rhymes which
their creator wrote for the ever
popular operettas.
Sullivan's music and Gilbert's
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lyrics are one flesh, as it were.
Divorce the tunes from the
1 hymes or the rhymes from the
tunes, and what do you have?
Uncommonly clever texts, yes,
and smoothly flowing music; but
much of the essence has taken
French leave. Is it going too far
to say that neither Gilbert's
words nor Sullivan's melodies
could have stood solidly on their
cwn feet these many years if they
had gone out into the world
alone?
Isn't it the magic of association
which has put the lasting power
of enchantment into the Gilbert
and Sullivan light operas? Look,
for example, at the words of the
irresistible patter song, "I Am the
Very Model of a Modern Major
Gineral," from The Pirates of
Penzance_, or at the equally captivating "When You're Lying
Awake With a Dismal Headache," from Iolanthe. You will
declare, I am sure, that Gilbert
was a rhymester of the first water and, in addition, a man who
had an unusally keen understanding of some of the basic ingredients of human nature. His
vocabulary was as apt as it was
extensive. He was both a humorist and a philosopher.
(By the way, if onion-faced
and henpecked Socrates of old
had been able to mingle fun with
his brand of philosophizing, his

fellow-Athenians would, I am
sure, never have condemned him
to drink the hemlock. How different many of the illustrative
sentences in our Greek and Latin
grammars would be today if there
had been even a modicum of the
Gilbertian sense of humor in
Socrates' make-up! It's entirely
possible that Xanthippe's famous
husband often carried about in
his head thoughts far more profound than any cogitations which
the cranium of his agile-brained
contemporary and adversary,
Aristophanes of the rapier-like
wit, could provide with room
and board. But who won in the
end? We all know that it wasn't
Socrates.)
I had begun to say something
about the magic of association.
Gilbert's lyrics, clever and smooth
though they are, take on new
life when they are combined with
the equally clever and equally
smooth melodies fashioned by
Sullivan. I wonder whether the
tunes of the two patter songs
I have mentioned would have
endured for any considerable
length of time if the composer
had said to them, "Now, my dear
brainchildren, you must go out
into the cold, dreary world and
make your way alone and unaided." But Sullivan begot the
melodies for the purpose of uniting them in wedlock with Gil-
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Spa11is.fz Mas/t:r;

The Louvre in Paris prizes this "Adoration of the
Shepherds" by Ribera (1588-1652) as one of its greatest treasures. Painted in 1650 by the charming little
Spaniard at Naples, it has been acclaimed as one of
the very finest works of this brilliant XVII century
Spanish artist.

Spanish Master.<

Francisco Zurbaran, a contemporary of Ribera,
born o( humble peasant parents in 1598. His
signed painting dates from his eighteenth year
most of his works are in Spanish Churches and
seums.

was
first
and
Mu-

The charming "Prayer of the Virgin'' was formerly
in the Hermitage at St. Petersburg. Its present location is unknown.

Spanish Master.;

"The Infant Jesus sleeping on the Cross" is another
Zurbaran painting of the later period. In it he preserves the strong contrasts between light and shade
which became one of his outstanding characteristics.
The picture is preserved in the Prado at Madrid.
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Span ish Masters

Bartolome Esteban Murillo was born, studied, lived,
worked and died in one city, Seville. It is doubtful
whether he ever left the city, even to study. In the
galleries of the aristocracy of Seville he had the opportunity to study the works of Rubens, Van Dyck,
Raphael and Correggio and engravings of the principal Italian artists.
"St. Joseph and the Infant Jesus" was formerly in
the Hermitage of St. Petersburg.

"The Infant Jesus and St. John, the Baptist" shows
Murillo beautifying the little street urchins of Seville
and making them acceptable to the mansions of the
rich. He was a painter of genuine ability but he
could not resist the temptation to soften and tame
down reality into special beauty. The picture is in the
Prado at Madrid.

Another Murillo from the Prado is this appealing
Mater Dolorosa. Her face possesses far more character
and expression than his "Immaculate Conception." In
these "Immaculadas" the Andalusian character, which
finds its highest expression of chivalry in the worship
of the Virgin, shows through very clearly.
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Spa11i;-h Masters

This is one of the two "Immaculadas" in the Prado
at Madrid, painted by Murillo between 1655 and
1670. They show the artist's skill in grouping figures
and giving them genuine form and grace.
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Spanish MDstus

"The Infant Jesus, the Virgin, St. John and St. Elizabeth" are shown in this beautiful picture in the
Louvre in Paris. It is one of a very few pictures in
which the Holy Trinity is emphasized. The figure of
the Infant Jesus in this painting is regarded by many
as the best in Spanish Art.
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bert's rhymes. The marriages
have been successful and permanent.
For the most part, the operettas which have been handed
down to us by "the heavenly
twins" retain their brawn and
their appeal even though the listener of today may know little or
nothing about their numerous
allusions to, and castigations of,
personages and customs. Gilbert
and Sullivan, you see, were past
masters of the art of satire. They
were adroit caricaturists. They
could poke innocuous and sidesplitting fun at men and the
ways of men; they could parody
some of the well-known tunes
and methods of grand opera with
delicious humor.
Isn't there just as much room
in the vast domain of music for
fun as there is for seriousness and
-perish the thoughtl-for bleakness? Yes. Unfortunately, however, it is far easier for operacomposers and their collaborators to concoct good tragedies
than it is to give birth to praiseworthy comedies. For this reason,
perhaps, Richard Wagner's Die
Meistersinger is inferior in quality and in effectiveness to Der
Ring des Nibelungen. Adolf Hitler, who is said to be inordinately fond of Die Meistersinger, may

disagree. But who of us cares?
If you have a hankering either
to be introduced to Gilbert and
Sullivan or to renew your acquaintance with these "heavenly
twins," you will do well to purchase A Treasury of Gilbert and
Sullivan, edited by Deems Taylor
and illustrated by Lucille Corcos
(Simon and Schuster, New York.
1941. 405 pages. $5.00). Here
you will find 102 songs from
eleven of the delightful light
operas. Mr. Taylor deals with
the careers and the significance
of Gilbert and Sullivan and
with their works in a manner
which reflects admirable scholarship and, at the same time, reveals a mother wit all too rare
among those who write about
music. In other words, he is his
own extraordinarily capable self
in his comments. The illustrations by Miss Corcos are a joy,
and the excellent piano arrangements by Albert Sirmay are entirely new. "I derived them exclusively," says Dr. Sirmay, "from
the original piano scores, published in London during the
composer's lifetime ..... In making these new arrangements, my
guiding principle was the strict
and faithful observance of Sullivan's style and spirit."
[To be continued]

READ NOT TO CONTRADICT AND CONFUTE-NOR TO BELIEVE
AND TAKE FOR GRANTED-BUT TO WEIGH AND CONSIDER

All unsigned reviews are by members of the staff

House of Hapsburg and to make
France supreme in Europe, and with
GREY EMINENCE. By Aldous Huxdiabolical skill and cunning he laid
ley. Harper & Brothers, New York.
and carried out his plans to achieve
1941. 342 pages. $3.50.
that end, regardless of the ruin and
suffering which were entailed. That
FI'ER having tried his hand at almost every other literary form- is a story which history has set forth
poetry, drama, the novel, the short in minute detail.
story, the essay-Aldous Huxley now
But at the side of Richelieu, as his
turns to biography. It is a masterly very alter ego, moved an enigmatic
book that he writes and a most un- figure whose outlines have remained
usual one, unusual both as regards indistinct these three hundred years.
the subject matter and his treatment It was a barefoot man in the gray
of it.
habit of a Capuchin, a man whose
Three hundred years ago the na- unwearying collaboration made possitions of Europe were at each other's ble the success of the Cardinal's plans
throats very much as they are now, and whose strength of character supand some of the causes of the present ported Richelieu when his own resoconflict root in that earlier one, the lution failed in the face of seemingly
Thirty Years' War. It is customary to insurmountable difficulties. This man
regard that terrible conflagration of was Father Joseph of Paris, known
the seventeenth century as a religious as the Grey Eminence. His story is
struggle, and so it was in .part; but here for the first time made available
the agencies that fed the flames until to a wide circle of readers.
there was almost nothing left to conIt is, however, not Father Joseph's
sume were not religious, but political. influence on the political events of
Cardinal Richelieu, prime minister · his time, ir:nportant as it was, that
of France, saw in the conflict the op- concerns Huxley. Of that, only so
portunity to break the power of the much is related as will serve as a
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background and shed light on a far
more intriguing matter: the psychology of the strange man in gray. How
could Franc;:ois du Tremblay, Baron
de Maffiiers, who had given up brilliant projects to become a Capuchin
and who had advanced far on the
road to mystic absorption in Reality
-how could he become a power politician and use all the devious, slippery methods of diplomacy for the
deliberate purpose of prolonging and
intensifying the horrors of the Thirty
Years' War? He was not a hypocrite,
nor was he, like Richelieu, a man
who could quiet his conscience with
easy rationalizations of his conduct.
No, he remained spiritually sensitive
and sincere. How, then, was it possible for him to follow a course that
made him justly one of the most hated men in Europe, so that all Paris
chuckled in appreciation when, a day
or two after his death, an inscription
calling him a demon was chalked on
his tomb?
N his search for an answer to this
riddle, Huxley delves deep into the
history and theory of mysticism and
skilfully analyzes the men tal processes
through which Father Joseph deceived himself into believing that he
served God in what he did-only to
be undeceived toward the end. It is
a study of the pathetic history of a
richly gifted but divided nature-a
study that is a masterpiece of its kind.
But Grey Emin~nce holds a further interest for us. It is a psychological document as regards not only
Fath~r Joseph but also Aldous Huxley. Of late years Huxley, it seems,
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has become more and more convinced
of the need of a spiritual foundation
for human life and has set out to
find one (cf. CRESSET, vol. I, pp. 5457) . He continues that quest in this
book, for in it his interest centers
about mysticism-not only in so far
as it pertains to his topic, but for its
own sake. He arrives at the conclusion: "The mystics are channels
through which a little knowledge of
reality filters down into our universe
of ignorance and illusion. A totally
unmystical world would be a world
totally blind and insane." Again he
writes, "Society can never be greatly
improved until such time as most of
its members choose to become theocentric saints," for he holds that
what is needed is a "radical and permanent transformation of personality," which can come only through
mystical channels.
Some who read these and similar expressions in the book will no doubt be
led into a belief that Huxley is close
to Christianity. But that is not at all
the case. He makes it clear that he
speaks of "pure" mysticism, such as
is practiced in India, and he expressly rules out the Christian revelation as destructive of pure mysticism. The mysticism for which he
stands has been well characterized
from the Christian viewpoint by Karl
Barth as "esoteric atheism." Perhaps
Huxley, like another Augustine, is
destined to try to slake his thirst at
all the waterless wells that men have
dug and then only to find the fountain of living water, of which if a
man drink he shall never thirst again.
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Human Document
TAR HEELS: A Portrait of North
Carolina. By 1on a than Daniels.
Dodd, Mead & Company, New
York. 1941. 347 pages. $3.00.
is the second volume in a recently launched group of books,
T
"The Sovereign States Series." The
HIS

first volume is entitled Hawkeyes.
The books might be called biographies because their purpose is, not
so much to relate the history or portray the physical character of the
various states of our country, as to
set forth the distinctive human traits
of the people of each state-their
local peculiarities in attitude and
speech, their folkways, their prides
and prejudices, their strengths and
weaknesses.
1onathan Daniels, son of 1osephus
Daniels, former Secretary of the
Navy, makes an honest effort to catch
and express the individuality of his
native state of North Carolina. He
tries to paint into its portrait, in fair
distribution, both the light and the
shade. North Carolina was for long
"the valley of humiliation between
two mountains of conceit" (Virginia
and South Carolina), for it ran to
plain, simple folk who laid no pretensions to the sort of homegrown
aristocracy that prevailed in the
neighboring states. Its people were
more democratic and less self-satisfied, and that probably enabled them
to build up their state until now it
is recognized as being on the whole
the most progressive state in the
South.
In the five hundred miles of North

Carolina's length (a distance equal
to that from Boston to Cleveland)
there is great diversity of soil and
scenery, of climate and products, and,
as a result, of temperament and customs. Daniels tries to do justice to
them all. He tells of the tidewater
section with its swamps and lowlands, of the coastal plain with its
dusty, level fields, of the rolling piedmont, and of the mountains in the
west. Strawberry farming, tobacco
and cotton culture, work in the mill
villages, soil erosion, education,
health measures, the negro problem
-all have their place, and that not
in a dry recital of facts but in a
lively narrative in which the spirit,
the habits of thought and tongue,
and the daily life of the people are
pictured. There are characterizations
of men who have been, or are, important to the state, and of others
who are interesting as types. There
are anecdotes, and some of these
have a barnyard odor and could have
been omitted to good advantage. As
already indicated, not only those
things are chronicled of which North
Carolinians are justly proud, but also
the shortcomings, the defects, the unsolved 'problems.
Your reviewer, indeed, who spent
many of the best years of his life in
the grand Old North State, could
not help noticing one limitation.
Daniels comes from the eastern section, where the land is level and so
poor that one can "hear the cotton
grunting trying to grow." He knows
the Piedmont and the Altamont
(with the cliffs that would make a
buzzard dizzy "iffen he flew offen
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'em") only as a VISitor. He has, as
he admits, no consuming love for
the most picturesque (though not
most majestic) mountains in America. So he does not write as well of
west as of east. He has evidently
never been blueberrying with the
mountain people and sat with them
around a campfire high up on the
ridge, right under the stars, while a
bottle of white moonshine made the
rounds and tales of Injuns, snakes,
ha'nts, huntin' of bar, and the like
were told. Daniels, indeed, talks
about good food, yet, alas, he boasts
of fish muddle, which no one west of
the Catawba River has ever heard
about or would eat if he had, but he
shows no appreciation of such de- .
lightful sustenance as liver mush,
'simmon pudding, or 'simmonfed
'possum. He still has something tc
learn.
Daniels occasionally writes sentences that give up their meaning
only with difficulty, or not at all. For
instance: "Manners and malaria always persist together when the image
of the Old South is kept intact not
by the chambers of commerce for the
tourists but by Time itself." Or:
"There, some say, they [the mountaineers] planted the corn in their
precipitate fields and went after the
revenuers with the same shotguns."
Same as what? Same as they used for
planting corn: instead of shot they
rammed corn into their old muzzleloaders and blew it into the mountainside. But one who has not heard
this legend before will have trouble
gathering it out of Daniels' words.
-He writes also of Caesar Cone. We
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are amazed. That worthy insisted on
spelling his name C-e-a-s-a-r. If, perchance, he capitulated in his latter
days, that fact should have been
chronicled. If not, he is Ceasar still.
-Of course, these minor reservations
which our erudition dictates do not
keep the book from being a lively,
colorful, human document which
paints about as faithful a portrait of
a great state as any one man can be
expected to paint.

Baltimore Munchausen
NEWSPAPER DAYS: z8gg-zgo6. By
H. L. Mencken. Alfred A. Knopf.
New York. 1941. 313 pages. $3.00.

about the time an inconsequential _number of the more
captious literati pronounce the last
rites over Henry L. Mencken's writing career there is a great to-do in
Baltimore, and up pops the author
of The American Language with
another sparkling volume of reminiscences. Completely unstuffy, this
one is a lusty, rambling account of
the furious rise of Mencken's early
journalistic career. It starts out
where Happy Days stopped, with
the author a fledgling of eighteen
years who has just deserted the family cigar factory; and the present
volume ends with him as managing
editor of the dying Baltimore Herald of 1906. There is all the old
Mencken in this robust collection
of fourth estate memoirs-the famous
vocabulary, his enchantment with
raffish characters, a few of his wellknown prejudices, his strange social
outlook, and ample evidence of his
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engaging ability to embellish assorted trivia with enough nouns, verbs.
and adjectives to make the final
product thoroughly amusing.
It will be said that here is an instance where an old hand had a rare
chance to do something definitive
for the cause of American journalism and muffed it. To which the
mot juste should be, "What of it?"
H. L. M. is at his entertaining best
when he is running on about wayward cops, bibulous artists, and
backroom politicians. Yarn-spinning
is his forte. The humor in his lines
is incisive. If there is a weak spot, it
is his Baltimore provincialism.
NTERTWINED

with Mencken's leis-

urely account of the goings-on
Iamong
his bogus counts, cantankerous cabbies, and newspaper cronies
there is a wealth of fascinating personal history. It seems that the aspiring newshawk haunted the Herald office for many weeks and finally ensnared a menial position at
the bottom of the city-room ladder
through sheer force of perseverance.
Once established he caught on fast
and seriatim outdistanced his fellows, became city editor at twentythree, managing editor at twentyfive. After he had emerged from the
harrowing Baltimore fire of 1904,
which, among other things, necessitated printing the Herald in Philadelphia over 100 miles away, he
has this to say, "When I came out
of it at last I was a settled and indeed almost middle-aged man, spavined by responsibility and aching in
every sinew, but I went into it a boy,

and it was the hot gas of youth that
kept me going."
One suspects that a preponderance
of the stuff was fashioned out of the
whole cloth of a gleeful nostalgia.
There is something of an apology
along this line in the preface, wherein Mencken confides that "this book
is mainly true but with occasional
stretchers." Indeed a great many
Mencken enthusiasts think the master is best in his Munchausen vein.
One of the later chapters relates a
typical exploit born of the Mencken
whimsy. It is the tale of the time he
wrote a highly technical account of
the Russo-Japanese naval battle of
Tsushimi after close scrutiny of shipnames and the necessary maps.
When the actual story of the battle
came in over the wires two weeks
later, Mencken found himself something of an early day naval analyst
since his account coincided almost
exactly with the true story.
At times Mencken tends to diffuse
his utterly frank style with something that borders on the salacious.
He is not averse to giving casual
comment on Baltimore's dark streets,
and the rest of its seamy side. There
is too much of that for the Christian
reader. When one comes to add it
all up, Newspaper Days is probably
the most entertaining book on the
craft in its rip-roaring days around
the turn of the century. One hopes
that Mencken will one day get around
to doing one of his Smart Set and
Mercury days. Perhaps the Sage of
Baltimore may even condescend to
give us the real story on the celebrated Mencken-Nathan split.
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Early Dictatorship
TWELVE WHO RULED. By R. R.
Palmer. Princeton University Press,
Princeton, N. J. 1941. 417 pages.
$3.75.
is not surprising that in a period
of change and upheaval, such as
the present presents, men should feel
a quickened interest in similar periods in the past. Nor is it surprising
that writers will bestir themselves to
capitalize on that interest while it
lasts and will offer what they can,
even though it be only what they can
scrape together in a hurry. The market is full of such offerings. Twelve
Who Ruled is a book that can count
on special attention at this time be
cause it deals with the first dictator·
ship of the modern era, but it is not
a book that has been thrown hastil)
together to meet a passing demand.
It is, on the contrary, a solid, scholarly contribution on a subject on
which the author is a recognized authority.
The "twelve who ruled" are the
members of the Committee of Public
Safety, who governed France during
the year of the Terror, from the summer of 1793 to that of 1794, the time
during which the French Revolution
reached its climax. Drawing on original sources and on specialized studies made by others, the author presents in detail the history of the
famous Committee, with its membership of seven country lawyers, a Paris
aristocrat, two army captains, an actor, and a Protestant minister. Those
who have been under the impression
that the men who organized the Ter-
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ror were mere ferocious savages dealing out death and destruction can
read here how these same men labored day after day, with no leisure,
hardly enough time for sleep, and
practically no home life, trying to
put France back on its feet by bringing order into the chaos into which
it had fallen by the fifth summer of
the Revolution.
About the green table in the Tuileries measures were discussed and
adopted for defense of the country
by land and sea and later for carrying the war to the enemy; also plans
for political and economic reform,
for relief of distress, for establishment
of a new state religion, for the improvement of agriculture, and even
for the encouragement of scientific,
literary, and artistic efforts. Meanwhile the struggle of factions went
on; Girondists, Hebertists, and Dantonists were eliminated; finally, on
9 Thermidor, Robespierre fell, the
powers of the Committee were gradually curtailed, and events turned in
a direction that led to the rise of
Napoleon.
s we read, we were struck with

the frequency of parallels to our
A
own times. There seems to be almost
no novelty in the features of the present situation: we are merely repeating.-Fifth columns? Robespierre, on
November 21, told the Convention
that foreign courts maintain two armies. One is on the frontier. "The
other, more dangerous, is in our
midst; it is an army of spies, of paid
rascals who insert themselves everywhere, even in the heart of the popu-
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lar societies." However, the Jacobins
themselves felt that if they could invade England, English sympathizers
would rise to support them.-Mobilization of industry? "Munitions plants
were taken over by the state. It [the
city] became an industrial machine
organized totally for war. Day and
night shifts relieved each other in the
workshops."-Hitler Jugend and Balilla? "Boys over five belong to the
state." -"Boys between nine and sixteen were grouped in battalions,
drilled by citizen soldiers, and given
a flag inscribed, 'Hope of the Fatherland.' "-Planned economy? Labor
was conscripted, wages and prices
were regulated.-Arsenal of democracy? Carnot, on November 3, declared that France "would serve as a
storehouse where all peoples could
arm themselves against tyrants."Freedom of the seas? France asserted
it against England, "the vampire of
the ocean," for "in June [1793] the
British declared grain and raw materials contraband of war. It was the
first time that the British sea power
had been directed against the whole
civil population of an enemy country."-War aims? "Burke stated the
purpose of the war simply-'the complete destruction of the horde of
scoundrels who brought the struggle
on.' "-One-party government, exploitation of conquered territories,
scorched-earth policy, promise of a
better world when peace would come
-all is there.-Also this, which we
may soon expect to see duplicated in
essentials in this country: "Workingclass women bought the finest fowl
in the markets, while the wives of

government clerks whose salaries were
fixed, or of shopkeepers whose income
depended on sales, could afford only
the toughest and leanest birds."
Twelve Who Ruled is an authoritative monograph for historians; for
the general reader it is a vivid portrayal of a period which foreshadowed more of the developments of
our own day than we realize.

Summer 1940
WHERE STANDS A WINGED SENTRY. By Margaret Kennedy. Yale
University Press, New Haven,
Conn. 1941. 251 pages. $2.00.
ARGARET

KENNEDY'S

account of

the tense and fear-freighted
M
days of the ominous summer of 1940
was not originally written for publication. The author tells us:
All my life I have had a great curiosity to know what it felt like to live
through history. I have wondered how
ordinary, everyday people, like myself,
felt and thought while they were waiting for the news of Waterloo, or when
they saw the beacon lights which told
them the Armada had sailed. . . . •
Lately, I have lived through history myself-quite a bit of history. So I have
written an account of it, while it is still
fresh in my mind, for the benefit of my
great-grandchildren. Most of the memoir
is transcribed from a journel which I
kept. It contains few dates and little
that will be found in history books. It
is simply a record of what I have myself
seen, heard, thought, and felt from day
to day.

In a foreword, dated May 16, 1941,
Miss Kennedy says:
America was constantly in my thoughts
last summer. But I was thinking then of
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her future as the sole surviving democ-

racy, the sole trustee of the Rights of
Man if we should succumb. I felt a
desperate need to be sure that liberty
would survive somewhere, and anxiety
lest the American people might repeat
our mistakes and fail to arm themselves
in time, or fail to guard against internal
espionage.

lfN the closing chapter of Where
Jl Stands a Winged Sentry we read:
There's a thing I've always wanted to
tell my American friends when I write,
but I have never quite known how to
put it lest it might seem I was wanting
to urge them to come into this war. I
don't know nearly enough to know if
they would be well advised to do that; it
depends on hundreds of facts of which
I know nothing and can't judge. But
however things turn out, I do hope they
realize that war is not the very worst
thing that can happen to a country. It
is nearly the worst, but not quite. To
pay too high a price for peace-that is
worse than war.
A seasoned traveler, Miss Kennedy
is bound by ties of love and understanding to many of the nations of
the world. She sees the tragic present not merely as a period of crisis
for her own land but as a time of
suffering and ordeal for all the embattled peoples. Her sense of grief
and loss over the destruction of the
historic landmarks of England is
scarcely less acute and immediate
than her concern for the imperiled
"beautiful things in Europe which
are the heritage of Western civilization." She believes that "we must try
to leave as much as we can intact,
for our own children to en joy together with German and Italian children."
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Miss Kennedy thoroughly understands the chain of events which have
thrown the Old World into confusion
and turmoil. She is frank and honest
in discussing the steps and the missteps which have brought all Europe
to the fearful abyss of total war, and
she makes no attempt to minimize or
to excuse the mistakes of her own
government. Her characters are simple and human-no better and no
worse than your neighbors or mine.
They are the little people of Britain
-the heroic little people who, for
long, anxious months, stood alone
against the threatened German invasion. They are the patient little people who, during the dark months of
the Nazi Blitz, proved to the world
that "we can take it." They are the
stodgy little people whose surface stolidity covers but can't quite conceal
the spirit which, in the days of an
earlier threat of invasion, moved the
younger Pitt to write:
If some conqueror came to this Isle,
some tyrant with his armies, none should
escape. I say none. Who, of English
blood, would feel the same pleasure as
heretofore in the primroses of spring,
the pleasant scent of summer meadows,
the good fellowship of the marketplace?
The very laughter of the children would
ring with a hollow sound. We should be
a different people.
Those of us who have wondered
and worried over the kind of peace
which will eventually come out of
this war will be heartened and comforted by the words which bring this
book to a close. There must be an
end to hate and intolerance, and
there will be an end if those who
make the peace are moved by the
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spirit of this Englishwoman, who,
after months of anxiety for her husband and her children, could still
say:
I have prayed so often, alone in the
long nights without David, and in
church with the children, and so have
millions of other women prayed, and
who is to say that our prayers have not
been heard? Look how we have come
this summer through the deep waters,
through perils and hazards which all
the world thought must overwhelm us.
We have not reached the far shore yet,
and it may not be God's' will that we
should ever come there. But we have
come thus far, trusting in the strength
that He has given. We must not think
of Him as a Tribal God, leading us
only among mankind. We don't know
what prayers rise up to Him among the
German people, but if they are the
prayers of faith and resignation, they
will be answered, and He will have
mercy on His people there and lead
them, as well as us, to peace and better
days. We must all pray to be delivered
from
" ... heathen heart that puts her trust
In reeking tube and iron shard,
All valiant dust that builds on dust,
And guarding calls not Thee to guard."

Fantasy or Nonsense?
THE BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE AND
TWO OTHER PLAYS. By William Saroyan. Harcourt, Brace and
Company, New York. 1941. 275
pages. $3.00.
all three of the plays included in
Peoand
Across the Board on Tomorrow
Morning-there is a delightful confuN

volume-The Beautiful
Iple,thisSweeney
in the Trees,

sion of the real and the unreal. In
each of them the reader is conveyed
to that brilliant yet hazy state, halfway between waking and sleeping,
where all questions are answered and
all things seem right and clear. Mr.
Saroyan's characters talk like people
in a dream, with the proper mixture
of perception and absurdity; and they
act logically without the restraint of
conscious inhibitions. Through his
characters the author creates a better
world, a world in which no one has
to pay bills or attend committee meetings or be polite to bores. His is a
dream world where everyone is surrounded by kindliness, tenderness, a
wistful tolerance for his weaknesses,
and an understanding sadness for
his unexciting lot. The quiet humor
with which Mr. Saroyan presents his
fantastic situations is one of the most
charming features of his work. In
The Beautiful People, for instance,
Owen is about to get on a street car
when he sees a mouse riding on the
cow-catcher. He immediately recognizes the mouse as one of his sister's
little friends. "We exchanged glances,'' he says. Mr. Saroyan makes it
seem not only amusing but natural
that a man and a mouse should exchange glances of recognition.'
Although all three of these plays
resemble one another closely in presentation, character delineation, and
mood, yet each of them deals with
different material in a different way.
The outstanding characteristic of
The Beautiful People is kindliness.
Sister St. Agnes is kind to her beloved mice, Owen is kind to Agnes,
the father is kind to his sons. An
agent from a business firm demon-
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strates his kindliness to his newfound
friends by sending them pension
checks made out to a dead man. In
fact, kindliness is universal.
Of the second play in this volume,
Mr. Saroyan says:
When written, I identified Sweeney in
the Trees as follows, and this identification may, for all I know, still be correct: "A play, a dream, a poem, a travesty, a fable, a symphony, a parable, a
comedy, a tragedy, a farce, a vaudeville,
a song and dance, a statement on money,
a report on life, an essay on art and
religion, a theatrical entertainment, a
circus, anything you like, whatever you
please."
It is most of these things, and one
can interpret it pretty much to please
himself. Upon this reviewer the character of Michael Sweeney, listed in
the cast as "a noble fool," makes the
strongest impression. He is a fool, no
doubt of it, because he detests money
and kicks it around; and he is noble
because he continues to kick it
around even after the other characters discover it to be real and treat
it with too much respect.
In the first two plays, Mr. Saroyan
has a wonderful time kicking material
things around; but inAcross the Board
on Tomorrow Morning, the most serious of the plays, he tampers with
time and illusion. He achieves a disturbing effect and makes one wonder,
probably for the first time since childhood, what . "nothing" looks like.
Throughout the play, using the asides
of Thomas Piper, a waiter, Mr. Saroyan presents many age-old concepts
of life, time, and illusion. But Piper
voices these ancient ideas in a combination of Biblical prose and modern
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idiom that makes them seem quite
new and exciting.
None of these plays meets the conventional requirements of dramatic
art. Strictly speaking, they are not
plays at all. But whatever they may
be-"a song and dance," "a fantasy,"
"a dream"-they are delightful to
read, and they offer a pleasant escape
from the pettiness of everyday cares.
From each of them the reader retains
a distinct flavor of refreshing newness.
Mr. Saroyan has this to say about
his writing in a note to Across the
Board on Tomorrow Morning:
Although my writing is clear enough
for a child to enjoy it, a lot of nice
people pretend to find no meaning in
it. I suspect these people of deliberate
teasing, with the intention of irritating
me into making a fool of myself in a
long essay about Saroyan and his quarrel with society. Although I do not regard these people as personal enemies,
or advocate cancellation of their citizenship, I can't believe they are sincere. I
think they're kidding. My work is as
simple as simple can be. I think it's unfair of people to be always pushing me
into braggadocio.
HIS reviewer wishes neither to
tease Mr. Saroyan nor to "push
him into braggadocio" -into which
he can be pushed with the gentlest
shove. It must be admitted, however,
that much in these three plays seems
meaningless, even nonsensicaL But,
after all, much of our living and most
of our dreaming seems meaningless;
and as long as Mr. Saroyan can present both the world of reality and
the world of dreams with perception
and charm, why quibble if some of
his ideas do not fit into a convention-
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al pattern? May Mr. Saroyan long
continue to please those of us who
like him and to annoy those of us
who do not!
P A TIERSON McLEAN FRIEDRICH

A Long Melodrama
CLARENCE DARROW FOR THE
DEFENSE. By Irving Stone. Doubleday, Doran and Company, New
York. 1941. 570 pages. $3.00.
T

cannot be said that Clarence

Darrow took the easy road. At an
Iextremely
early age he developed pronounced views on theology, economics, and politics; as a practicing attorney "for the defense" he achieved
his greatest fame because of the influence of his views on the infant
science of criminology. Such a complicated question as what to do with
a criminal has no easy solution. Clarence Darrow had none, but he did
have ideas. Upon many of them the
modern scientific approach is based.
Darrow was a fighter. He did not
pick the easy fights. The "underdog"
was the Elsa for whom he chose to
be the Lohengrin. He battled for
the "common man," and he won so
often that the influence of his views
and of his explanations of his causes
has been immense. His views on
many topics might have been right or
wrong. He was convinced that they
were right, and he fought for them.
That is the key to Darrow's personality and to his life. He was willing
to fight for his beliefs and not to
count the cost of the battle.
As a trial lawyer in criminal actions Darrow was a master of courtroom technique, legal and psychologi-

cal. He did not use tricks as much as
he did strategy. An example of this
was his ability to convince a jury
that when prosecution became persecution, the defendant became the
plaintiff. The major problem was to
impress upon the court and the jury
that there wai something more involved in a case than the purely legal
matters. The task was all the easier
for Darrow because of his propensity
in regard to economic, sociological,
and psychoanalytical studies.
Darrow's life was exciting, picturesque, and, most remarkable of all,
satisfying to the man who had lived
it.
The author of this most sympathetic (but unsentimental) biography is Irving Stone, whose previous
biographies of Van Gogh (Lust for
Life) and Jack London (Sailor on
Horseback) elicited much favorable
comment upon their publication.
Stone has divided the biography into
chapters which correspond roughly to
Darrow's "big cases," with their famous defendants: Debs, the McNamaras, Loeb, Leopold, Scopes. Nonetheless, he emphasizes throughout
that Darrow was essentially interested
in
little people, the thousands who, upon
his death, streamed past his coffin, all
those who had needed a friend and had
had no friend and to whom Clarence
Darrow had been a friend.

The amount of research which has
gone into the writing of this volume
must have been prodigious. There
seems to be nothing unsaid, and, apparently, no possible question is un-answered. An appendix contains an
impressive list of sources, a selected
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bibliography, and an amazingly long
list of personal contributors to the
biography-a veritable list of who's
who of what's what in the United
States during the past half century.
The writing itself moves smoothly,
sustaining interest at all times and
with plenty of punch reserved for the
climaxes. Once in a while there is a
feeling that the author is consciously
building up to a point similar to the
traditional ending of the second act
of a melodrama, but perhaps that is
because Darrow's life was one long
melodrama with a whole sequence of
second acts.
Together with Darrow's autobiography, The Story of My Life, Stone's
careful and detailed biography completes the personal history of a man
whose integrity and conviction were
openly admired by many a bitter enemy.
His religion was poor, and his theology was worse, even though many
of his ideals were by-products of
Christianity. His tragedy was his agnosticism.
ALBERT WEHLING

Four Million Americans
AMERICA'S OWN REFUGEES. By
Henry Hill Collins, Jr. Princeton
University Press, Princeton, N. J.
1941. 323 pages. $3.00.
figures as well as most
F ofAcrstheandpersonal
testimony in this
book have been taken from the records of the Tolan Committee of the
House of Representatives Investigating the Interstate Migration of Destitute Citizens. Statements and conclusions in the book are the author's.
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For these reasons this book is startling
and disturbing in the facts and implications offered with a minimum of
emotion. It would take a peculiarly
hardened American to remain unmoved by the Tolan Committee report and Mr. Collins' presentation.
Attention lately has been focused
on European refugees, whose plight
is indeed pitiable; but the condition
of America's 4,000,000 economic refugees is doubly tragic. We assure the
European and Asiatic refugee the
blessings of democracy. The American
industrial and agricultural migrant
"does not enjoy the full-blown democracy and civil rights that safeguard most of the rest of us."
What is the genesis of this huge
modern migration, almost without
parallel in American history, which
threatens to unsettle our land and
create an army of discontent? Back of
all this migration there is mainly an
economic reason. Coming from four
great geographical centers, the Infertile Crescent (the region from the
Pennsylvania Alleghenies to the
Ozarks), the Negro South, SpanishAmerican Texas, and the Great
Plains, these migratory families are
being pushed out of the status of
settled families because of worn-out
soil, mechanization, unemployment, a
growing population and declining
opportunities.
Although the devastation of our
natural resources has contributed in
no small way to this mass movement,
it seems to be the "technological conquest of the land" which has done
more to drive people off the land
than anything else. Large farms have
given away to larger farms, and in-
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dustrialization is pushing the smaller
farmer completely off the land. Instead of staying and trying to subsist
on hopelessness or relief, the new
gypsies hit the highway in the hope
of finding something better.
Lest this sound fantastic to the
average reader, consider that Montana's 35,000 wheat farmers of 1917
had shrunk to I 4,000 by 1929. Since
1929 the number of wheat farmers in
this great wheat state has declined
even more. Consolidation of farms is
going on at a greater pace today. The
same story can be told of North Dakota, Kansas, Oklahoma, and other
wheat-producing states. What happens to those farmers? They hit the
road. Where do they live? They live
in homes made of dump-yard material. Those rent-free shacktowns you
see may be occupied by a former,
well-to-do North Dakota farmer or by
a once prosperous Mississippi cotton
planter. These Elm Grove Community Camps or May Avenue settlements are actualities.
Neither camp provided sanitary facilities; children, looking like savages,
played in the dumps, wandered along
the neighboring, muddy banks of the
half-stagnant Canadian River or aimlessly roamed the twisting, dusty alleys
between the sh..tcks and lean-tos. In
stench, filth and general debased living
there was little to choose between May
Avenue and Elm Grove.
Improbable as this sounds, still
your reviewer has been an eye-witness
to much that Mr. Collins describes on
the basis of the Tolan· Committee's
report.
There is, of course, a cure of a sort.
When a county of farmers sees that

its livelihood is threatened by new,
marvelously improved machinery,
steps might be taken to buy such
machines and use them co-operatively. Where this has been done, the
small farmer has been able to stay on
his land. The A. A. A. might make a
new schedule of payments, giving the
larger benefits to the man owning the
few acres. The government can erect,
as it has done in certain isolated
cases, isolated migrant camps or purchase tracts of land to be worked cooperatively by the farmers . Laws
might be passed isolating the sidewalk farmer. Settlement laws could
be liberalized throughout the land.
Federal aid to the education of migrant children could also be advanced. These are some of the cures.
Fifth Horseman, Unemployplunges on through our
modern scene. Defense industries will
absorb a negligible quantity of these
4,000,000 because their skills are limited. The defense boom honeymoon
will soon be over. Then the ranks of
these 4,000,000 will be increased
amazingly. You, too, might, as Mr.
Collins demonstrates, find yourself in
the ranks. Once in the ranks you will
also discover that even your freedom
of religion will be theoretiCal: America's four million migrants seem to be
outside the pale of organized religion.
What John Steinbeck treated in a
highly emotional manner is here presented factually. One can only add,
assuming that the Tolan Committee
has not been bamboozl"ed (as we have
no reason to believe) , that here is a
volume which shakes the complacency
HE
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in American life. One hopes that this
book will achieve a sound circulation
among thoughtful and active readers.

Glitter
SARATOGA TRUNK. By Edna Ferber. Doubleday, Doran & Company,
Inc., Garden City, New York. 1941.
352 pages. $2.50.

has done it again! A
large and loyal following of
eager readers has sent the early sale
of Saratoga Trunk sky-rocketing, and
the book is already earmarked for
stage and screen adaptations. This is
not surprising; for Miss Ferber's new
novel is vivid and colorful, rich in
the romance and the glitter which
distinguishes Show Boat.
Saratoga Trunk is the story of Clint
Maroon and Clio Dulaine. We meet
them first in 1880, at fashionable
Saratoga, where "were gathered the
worst and the best in America." The
beautiful, unscrupulous Clio and the
handsome, equally unscrupulous young
Texan join forces to get what they
want most in this world-power,
wealth, and fame.
We meet them again sixty years
later. Once more they are at Saratoga.
Saratoga has changed: it has become
modern. Clint and Clio, too, have
changed: they are powerful, wealthy,
and famous. They have become an
American legend. How had this been
accomplished? Speaking for himself,
Colonel Maroon tells the admiring
reporters who have come to interview
a distinguished philanthropist:

E
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What did I do for my country! I stole
millions from millionaires who were
stealing each other blind. . . . They
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called us financiers. We were a gang of
racketeers that would make those apes
today look like kids stealing turnips out
of a garden patch. We stole a whole
country-land, woods, rivers, metal. We
skinned a whole nation-took the cream
right off the top . . . . They've got our
pictures in the museums. We ought to
be in the rogues' gallery.

The old colonel also told the politely
incredulous newspapermen,
I could show you this country's gone
a long ways in the last fifty years. I
don't mean machinery and education
and that. I mean folks' rights.... We're
getting along towards a real democracy
now.

Aimless Wandering
MY LAST MILLION READERS.
By Emile Gauvreau. E. P. Dutton
and Co., New York. 1941. 488
pages. $3.00.
die-hard iconoclast, Mr. Westdean of the acidthrowing school, habitually refers to
Walter Winchell and his coterie of
imitators as "gent's room journalists."
Although by no means exclusively devoted to the indiscretions of Mr. Walter, this volume might be palmed off
as a rambling history of a larger aspect of gent's room journalism. It
chronicles the rise and decline of the
most glittering of the New York tabloids of the period from the postwar
years to the present.
Unless the reader is one of those
lamentably many still laboring under
the influence of certain fanciful notions anent the newspaper game,
largely vestigial remnants of the
Hecht and MacArthur drama, he may
HAT
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find fl.1.y Last Million Readers somewhat pedestrian and not a little uninspired. True enough, Mr. Gauvreau
has observed most of the brighter
lights of the fourth estate at their
best and worst and manages to get a
good bit of it across to the reader,
but the bulk of it is a rather sorry
picture.
There are some interesting trifles:
Hearst turning over the pages of his
first Mirror with his toes; Mark
Twain friendless in Hartford because
he voted for Cleveland; MacFadden
disrupting city room precision to have
his menials execute calisthenics under
a professional gymnast; politicians in
their confiding moments. Brisbane
rates the most expansive portrait and
comes off as a once promising liberal
turned reactionary and animated solely by avarice and the dictates of the
Lord of San Simeon, with a dose of
good intentions tossed in for leavening now and then. The diagnosis of
Hearst too is as unsympathetic as an
old newspaperman reminiscing about
a boss who unjustly turned him out
can make it.

The author has no apologies for
the shameless tabloid high jinks he
pulled off while in the employ of the
great circulation builders; but the
reader gathers that Gauvreau thinks
it might be condoned. The book has
several faults, the most obvious of
which is its discursive character. The
early section, devoted to his childhood, fails to hang together at all;
and the reader feels he is going
through an extended file of notes
which have yet to be woven into the
finished fabric. Most readable is the
final section on the amazing activities
of Mr. Moe Annenberg, the race track
information man. Possibly that is because Gauvreau left the Annenberg
orbit to write this book.
On page 174 Mr. Gauvreau says:
It seemed incredible to me, when
considered the brevity of life and the
important things there are to do during
its course, that I should be earning a
salary approaching $3o,ooo a year in a
pursuit in which I had come to see
nothing but a waste of one's time.

There, friend, is your cue.

Be sure you put your feet in the right place and then
stand firm.-ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
Hold fast to the Bible as the sheet-anchor of your
liberties; write its precepts into your hearts and practice
them in your lives.-U. S. GRANT.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS

A BRIEF GLANCE AT

A SURVEY OF BOOKS
Things go well until, suddenly, the
Yankee plotters discover that they
have been betrayed. By whom? Who
is the traitor? Suspicion falls on Jonathan._And then, in rapid succession,
the village is stirred by arson, murder, and attempted murder. Everyone walks in fear of what may happen next. Eventually the traitor-murderer is unmasked. Jonathan's name
is cleared; and his lost love, Hope, is
restored to him.
Despite the fact that the tale moves
rather slowly, The New Ho.pe makes
highly entertaining reading.

THE NEW HOPE
By Joseph C. Lincoln and Freeman
Lincoln. Coward-McCann, Inc.,
New York. 1941. 498 pages. $2.50.
NCE again father and son, Joseph
C. and Freeman Lincoln, have
combined their story-telling talents to
turn out a vivid and colorful Cape
Cod yarn. The authors are careful to
state that, in depicting the background of The New Hope, they have
endeavored to give a faithful and accurate picture of conditions in towns and
villages along a section of the Cape Cod
coast during the British blockade of

O

1814,

WHERE GOD MEETS MAN

but that
its characters and their adventures are
all fictitious. Certain incidents have a
basis of historical fact-but even they,
as we have told them, differ widely from
their pattern,
The story is one of mystery and
intrigue. The citizens of the village of
Trumet, under the leadership of
Captain Isaiah Dole and his young
friend, Jonathan Bangs, evolve a
plan by which they hope to evade the
restrictions of the British blockade.

(Volume II)
Sermons for Sundays and Holidays
from Advent to Easter. By 0. A.
Geiseman, M.A., S.T.D. Ernst Kaufmann, Inc., New York and Chicago.
1941. 255 pages. $1.50.
HIS

volume of twenty-eight timely

T sermons on free texts covering the

Sundays from Advent to Easter is a
sequel to the author's volume of sermons under the same title which covered the second part of the church
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year. If anyone asks why Dr. Geise- herent in all men have made of today
man is one of the foremost preachers a time of tragedy and terror. Tomorof our day, these sermons supply the row has need of our prayers.
answer. They contain all the characPray for a Tomorrow is an alleteristics of effective preaching.
gory. It is the story of the intolerance
They are plain. The style is sim- and the hate which have left a crimple. The author knows how to ex- son stain on the history of every age.
press the great truths of God's eter- One instinctively responds with
nal word in a language which the warmth and sympathy to Miss Parhearers and readers understand. Dr. rish's noble theme and to her lucid
Geiseman never preaches or writes and beautiful prose. Unfortunately,
for literary effect, but to express a the pattern of the book often bethought-a powerful sequence of comes blurred and distorted, and the
thought concerning man's greatest simplicity of the theme is marred by
need: God's love in Christ Jesus. This a curious pretentiousness. Perhaps
sequence of thought is sometimes in- the author has attempted to tell too
terrupted by digressions in the form much. It is difficult to put into the
of stories from actual life, but it is confines of the printed page the bafnever really broken, and it becomes fling perplexities of human frailty.
more compelling as the sermon reaches its conclusion.
DIET IN SINUS INFECTIONS
The sermons in this volume are
AND COLDS
evangelistic. They reveal the loyal
By Egon V. Ullmann, M.D. Second
shepherd's love for immortal souls.
Edition. The Macmillan Co., New
The great truths of salvation which
York. 1941. 185 pages. $2.00.
the author frequently brings home to
the reader by examples and illustra- ~INCE Americans are plagued with
tions taken from his own ministry 0 sinus trouble and persistent colds
are preached as a challenge to the be- more than any other people, such a
liever. Dr. Geiseman's sermons moti- book as this should meet with considvate the hearer to share the Christ-life erable interest. The author has spewith the author. They reveal a fer- cialized in this field and has found
vency for a greater Kingdom of God. that most cases will yield to certain
changes in living habits and to a diet
that counteracts the acid condition of
PRAY FOR A TOMORROW
the system that is found to accomBy Anne Parrish. Harper & Brothpany these troubles. The book is
ers, New York. 1941. 282 pages.
intended for both physicians and
$2.50.
patients. It makes no extravagant
claims, and is sufficiently clear and
HIS book is clearly an outgrowth
of today's world crisis. The pres- simple in presentation, except that at
ent time seems to be in the grip of one point the author credits the avthe forces of darkness; the strains of erage man with more knowledge of
weakness and cruelty and greed in- chemistry than can safely be assumed.
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THE RIO CASINO INTRIGUE
By Van Wyck Mason. Reyna! &
Hitchcock, New York. 1941. 302
pages. $2.00.
is a novel of intrigue which
belongs to the non-horror school
H
of detective fiction and which can
ERE

safely be read alone in a haunted
house at the witching hour . . What
shudders it achieves are caused by the
timeliness of its plot, which deals
with Nazi infiltration into South
America. At the opening of the story
the Axis powers have already gained
a firm foothold in Brazil. As the story
progresses, it becomes apparent that
the Axis agents in Rio are only waiting the arrival of a mysterious ship
loaded with war materials, money,
and military experts before undertaking the first step of their gigantic
and diabolical plan. Upon Major
Hugh North, of the United States
Department of Military Intelligence,
rests the responsibility of seizing this
ship before it reaches its port.

THE HEART REMEMBERS
By Faith Baldwin. Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., New York. 1941. 311
pages. $2.00.
is the story of Andrew Morgan, chief editor of a New York
publishing firm, and his wife, Carol
Reid. After having been divorced for
ten years-after a marriage of two
years-they are thrown together in
the same business house and ultimately re-marry. It is a novel about
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modern, "sophisticated" people in
whose lives religion and religious
principles are more or less non-existent. By the same token we cannot expect it to be a story of any particular
interest or value to Christians.

BOMBS AND BOMBING
By Willy Ley. Modern Age Books,
New York. 1941. 124 pages $1.25.
oR those who are interested this
tells "what every civilian
should know" about the lessons that
are to be learned in the skies and
blazing cities of Europe today. It is all
about the various types of bombs,
their contents and effects. It describes
the bombardier's techniques and difficulties, the various kinds of defense.
The author is the science editor of
PM.

F book

THE ANNOTATED
NEW TESTAMENT
The Gospel of Matthew, by Theodore Graebner, D.D. Concordia
Publishing House, St. Louis. 1941.
80 pages. $.25.

the first in a series of pocket
T sizedis commentaries
on the books
HIS

of the New Testament to appear
quarterly for the next three years. Dr.
Graebner, one of the foremost Bible
scholars of today, has succeeded in
presenting a clear and simple explanation of the sacred text. These booklets are designed to stimulate private
Bible Study. They will be appreciated
by young and old alike.
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Each month THE CRESSET presents a checlt. list
of important articles in leading magazines which
will be of interest to our readers

----------------------------~·~·----------------------------" means to the realization of social justice."

Harper's
WE MUST ACCEPT
RATIONING
By Peter F. Drucker

WASHINGTON: BLIGHT
ON DEMOCRACY
By Alden Stevens

To divert one-third of our total
productive capacity to defense,
a!i we shall have to do in order
to equal Germany's armament
production, means that our civilian consumption must be cut
by 17 to 20 per cent. This cut
will have to be made either by
inflation or rationing. The author shows why inflation is both
economically and politically unacceptable and also why priorities, price-fixing, taxation, and
credit controls are not sufficient
to carry a defense economy or to
prevent inflation. We must be
prepared to accept rationing and
to make of it a source of political, social, and economic strength,
"a symbol of national unity and

The subtitle, Plain talk about
our capital city, clearly indicates
the direction of this article. It is
aimed at some of the unsavory
political and social conditions of
the city of Washington which
are now undoubtedly accentuated by the added problems of
the mass immigration of new
J<ederal workers at an average
rate of 5,000 every month. The
a.uthor's indictment may be summarized in the following sentences: "Washington the city is
overcrowded, badly housed, expensive, crime-ridden, intolerant,
with inadequate transportation,
schools, and health facilities. It
staggers under a dilapidated and
60
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hopeless governmental organization ..... It is the most undemocratic city in America." The article, however, is not wholly destructive but also offers concrete
proposals for solving the problems of our capital particularly
by a thorough reorganization of
its political status and administration.
THE ANTI-INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION
By Roy Helton

A rebellion against the consequences of a machine-ruled world
i~ already taking a decisive form.
This is "the underlying revolutionary impulse now stirring in
the West." Industrialization, despite its achievements of good,
has glorified power at the expense of human life. "If the machine cannot defend a civilization's constructive efforts from
the machine (for that is the issue
right now being tested in Europe) then I believe the full
force of an anti-industrial revolution will begin to develop within a dozen years, and that the fact
itself will be as influential on human fate as was the invention of
gun powder in terminating the
feudal social structure of the
Middle Ages." Although the author does not seem to recognize
that the great heresy in the reli-
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gion of industrialism is its false
views of human nature, there is
much valuable and stimulating
thought in the development of
his propositions. This article
ought to be widely read.

Free World
The November issue of this
new magazine contains articles by
Ernest Bevin, Minister of Labor
and National Service in the British War Cabinet; Senator Tom
Connally, chairman of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations; Max Werner, European
military analyst; Wou Saofong,
author of Sun Yat-Sen, His Life
and Doctrines,· and a number of
other men of more or less international fame. There is also another chapter on the underground
anti-Nazi propaganda carried on
in the occupied countries (Poland and France) and in Spain
c;~nd a "Round Table No. 2" on
the subject, "What About Germany's Future?" We shall briefly
summarize one of the many
thought-provoking articles: "Freeman's Last Chance," by Frederick L. Schuman. The author
holds that the winning of freedom's battle is by no means certain for the present generation.
The issue is not whether freedom
shall forever perish from the
earth, but whether the freemen
of this generation have the wis-
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dom and the will to reconquer
their own right to liberty. Freedom is dying today because its
disciples have not yet learned
how to use it in a strange, new
-world. The first World War shattered the world-wide framework
of human relations in which
freedom had hitherto flourished.
The chance to build a new order
for all humanity after the victory
of 1918 was fumbled by American isolationists and Anglol'rench appeasers, and the result
is World War II. The insecurities engendered by the disorder
of war and the worse disorder of
a peace betrayed by its own makers led to the breakdown of the
world economy. Fear and frustration followed. Common people
everywhere, had they but been
given guidance, would gladly
have fought and died for freedom's victory, for the rights of
man, and for the unity of the human race, as thousands did in
Spain and China, if only the
leaders of freedom's cause had
dared to give them hope of a new
society and a new world. Because
they would not or thought they
could not, freedom's cause has
been brought to ruin.
The way to victory is still open.
The world needs a restatement
of the verities of 1776:
We hold these truths to be selfevident; that all men are created

equal, that
their Creator
Rights, that
Liberty, and
ness . . .

they are endowed by
with certain inalienable
among these are Life,
the pursuit of Happi-

In the twentieth century all
men can be free, or none can be
free. All mankind can enjoy liberty, or none can enjoy it; for
mankind is long since one, and
all men are brothers. Freedom
flows not from the absence of order but only from the organization of order, not from the weakening of government but only
from the strengthening of government to serve men's wants.
The eternal vigilance which is
the price of liberty is no longer
vigilance against the use of power but vigilance against anarchy.
The "sovereignty" of "independent" nations must give way
at once to a world federation with
all men pledged to its defense
and with power to act where
power to act belongs: in the federal authorities of a world commonwealth of freemen. The "freedom" of classes and parties and
interests within the states of this
Union must give way forthwith
to the paramount social purposes
of all. Only by denying freedom
to the tribes of men and organizing power and order throughout the Great Society can the
freedom of man be won. Only by
denying freedom to little intra-
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tribal groups of men and uniting all men in the service of the
common good can the freedom
of men be served.

Fortune
FORTUNE SURVEY
Among a considerable number
of questions canvassed in this
poll of public opinion, are the following, together with the results:
"After the war, do you think the
U. S. should play a larger part,
about the same part, or a smaller
part in world affairs than it did
up to a couple of years ago?" Replies: larger, 58.4 per cent; about
the same, 18.3; smaller, 10.1;
don't know, 13.2. Those who
wanted the U. S. to play a larger
part indicated the course which
they would have the country pursue as follows: limit our activities to Western Hemisphere defense, 11:8; join a union of democracies in all parts of the world
to keep order, 59.7; join forces
with just Great Britain to keep
order, 11; try, all by ourselves, to
keep order, 11.4; don't know, 6.1.
(These figures, reduced to percentages of the whole population,
become 6.9; 34.9; 6.4; 6.6; 3.6.)
Another question: "Should we,
or should we not, get either some
foreign territory or trade rights
in other countries in· return for
whatever we do to beat Hitler?"
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Yes, 61.6; no, 24.6; don't know,
13.8. "This unblushingly imperialist attitude," comments Fortune, "can be found in the mental baggage of people in all
groups, all classes, all districts.
Only in the Mountain States do
the 'yes' votes fall below 50 per
cent, and there by a mere trifle."
The answers, indeed, show an
"unblushingly imperialist attitude" and make all the fine talk
about a better world after the
war, "four freedoms," etc., sound
silly.

HOW GOOD IS THE ARMY?
This article deals with questions of army organization and
defends the thesis that the greatest weakness of the U. S. Army today is the lack of a unified Supreme Command. The new warfare inaugurated by the Germans,
it is asserted, demands that all
the available forces of men and
machines be treated as a pool on
which the battle executives can
draw by means of approximately
the same automatic controls that
a Detroit automobile man uses
in scheduling the flow of parts to
his assembly lines. Such control,
necessitated by the increased pace
of warfare, is possible, however,
only through unification of command. At present the various
branches of our Army cling to
their traditional individuality and
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dislike the idea of being merged
in the whole in such a way that
they can no longer be distinguished as separate entities. Such
unification is also regarded as undemocratic. Yet that very procedure has been one of the chief
factors in the success of the German Army, and so it appears that
our army should be willing to
adopt it in order to increase its
efficiency and its fitness for modern warfare.

pragmatism. Add to that the influence of his remarkable wife,
and one has an almost unbeatable combination. The biographical essay is worth reading since
it seems to be an epitaph on a
philosopher and, at the same
time, on a philosophy that has
been weighed and found wanting.
STRIKES-WITH
A VENGEANCE
By S. Burton Heath

The Atlantic Monthly
JOHN DEWEY
By Max Eastman

John Dewey at eighty-two is
still a prophet with considerable
influence in this country and
many others also. In 1930 the U niversity of Paris described John
Dewey as "the most profound and
complete expression of American
genius." That is a mouthful, but
Max Eastman succeeds fairly well
iu proving that John Dewey is peculiarly American. John Dewey
is hardly what one calls religious.
Max Eastman remarks that Dewey considers religion "a sublimation of sex." John Dewey is both
a philosopher and an educator.
The two careers are closely intertwined in this American father of

It is an accepted commonplace
that workers have a right to strike
when all other possibilities for obtaining a decent wage and decent
working conditions have been exhausted. Today, however, the
strikes which are dotting the industrial landscape are different.
Today's strikes are mainly jurisdictional strikes. When a member of the A. F. of L. refuses to
work, directly or indirectly, with
members of the C. I. 0 ., or vice
versa, one has a jurisdictional
strike. Mr. Heath relates some
amazing jurisdictional strikes
which have occurred since our
country began arming for defense.
To prevent jurisdictional strikes,
Mr. Heath suggests that Congress
pass a law outlawing the jurisdictional strike, at least for the "duration."

Motion Picture
THE CRESSET

evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces.

Thorberg, Lauritz Melchior,
and Friedrich Schorr to sing the
"Hut Sut Song" over and over
again for one hour and forty
minutes. Oh, no! Not in the form
of parody-but straight!
What a pity to waste so much
talent on an elaborately concocted collection of platitudes
and cliches. And how ridiculous
to destroy any case which Joan
Crawford might have made out
for the character she portrays by
having her turn from one "great
love" to another as casually as
one might decide, "Very well. If
I can't have raspberry, I'll take
chocolate." Stuff and nonsense!

WHEN LADIES MEET
(M·G-M)

Directed by Robert Z. Leonard

Having read that the play,
JiVhen Ladies Meet, had been
well received on Broadway and
that a stellar cast-Joan Crawford, Greer Garson, Robert Taylor, and Herbert Marshall-had
been assembled to bring the
drama to the screen, I had high
hopes of a pleasurable evening
when I set out to see the film
version.
I was not alone in my disillusionment. One could fairly feel
the boredom which crept over
the audience as the action was
unfolded. Only the carefully careless, disgustingly off-color lines of
Spring Byington kept the spectators alert.
How fortunate that Hollywood
producers do not control the
Metropolitan Opera Company!
Otherwise they'd probably engage Kirsten Flagstad, Kerstin

HOLD THAT GHOST
(Universal)

Directed by A1·thur Lubin

Apparently the lean days are
over for Bud Abbott and Lou
Costello. After years of, at best,
mediocre success their first picture for Universal sent their stock
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as comedians sky-high. They have
since made In the Navy and
Hold That Ghost. Now they are
at work on a fourth picture. In
addition, at least two more are
in the offing.
Hold That Ghost is diverting
entertainment. There isn't anything new either in the story or
in the haunted house where the
ghost lives and walks. The "funny business" follows a tried and
true pattern. Yet Abbott and
Costello, with the able support
of an excellent cast, do inject
buoyant life and an infectious
gayety into a moth-eaten story.

gained for. When he returns, he
is a battered and chastened Tim.
20th Century-Fox has re-created the fiery hell of Dunkerque
with spectacular and appalling
reality. There are other superb
air sequences which show the R.
A. F. in action over the English
Channel. These scenes are authentic. They were made with
the permission and the cooper ation of the British Air Ministry.
John Sutton, as Flight Commander Morley, brings to the
cinema world an interesting new
face and a fine talent.
THAT HAMILTON WOMAN

A YANK IN THE R.A.F.
(20th Century-Fox)

(Alexander Korda Productions
Released through United Artists)

Directed by Henry King

Directed by Alexander Korda

Harlan Thomas' fast-moving
tale of love and war has been
transmitted to the screen with
admirable fidelity. The story of
the complacent, vain, and selfcentered Yankee pilot, Tim Baker, provides an excellent vehicle
for Tyrone Power. Betty Grable
is successfully cast as the American chorus girl who has volunteered for duty in an English
auxiliary unit. Reluctantly and
rather condescendingly Tim joins
the R. A. F. He scorns the drab
and uneventful hours spent in
the ground school for cadets. He
wants action, and at Dunkerque
he gets more than he had bar-

I have small patience with
many of Hollywood's so-called
"historical" films. To me it seems
ridiculous in the extreme when
the famous and the infamous figures of the past come to the
screen under a shining halo and
with resplendent wings.
Emma, Lady Hamilton, born
Amy Lyon, was a child of the
London slums. She began her
climb to notoriety as a model for
Sir George Romney, the great
English portrait painter. Her life
in London was a sordid one. By
the time she reached Naples she
was, to say the least, more than
a little tarnished. Her marriage

January 1942
to Sir William Hamiltc;m, British
Minister to the Kingdom of Na-·
pies, put an end to Emma's poverty but not to her way of life.
Captain Horatio Nelson was perhaps her most famous conquest;
and, the film version to the contrary notwithstanding, she was
his weakness and not his strength.
Vivien Leigh makes a charming and beautiful Lady Hamilton. She is a good actress-too
good, for she is able to cloak
Emma's most reprehensible acts
in an aura of romance. The· lines
assigned to Laurence Olivier, in
the role of Lord Nelson, are too
obviously tailored to 1941 propaganda requirements. Alan Mowbrey's performance, as Sir William Hamilton, is excellent-but
not in keeping with the role of
the deceived husband as recorded by history.
The Battle of Trafalgar is
portrayed with superb realism.
NAVY BLUES
(Warner Bros.)

Directed by Lloyd Bacon

Another navy picture. This
time Jack Oakie and Jack Haley
show us just how things are not
done in the U. S. Navy. Ann
Sheridan, Martha Raye, Herbert
Anderson, and a host of carefree
boys and girls assist the two Jacks
in their strenuous efforts to prove
to the Hawaiians that the fleet is
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in. It's all very gay-and quite
unimportant. As always in pictures which deal with any branch
of our armed forces, the background is far more interesting
than the story.
SMILIN' THROUGH
(M-G-M)

Directed by Frank Borzage

Jane Cowl started it all! It was
she who brought Smilin' Through
to the Broadway stage in 1919.
Three years later Norma Talmadge was starred in the first
cinema version; and, in 1932,
Norma Shearer revived the dual
role of Moonyean-Kathleen for
the talking pictures. Here it is
again-stealing up on us a year
ahead of time I
The 1941 offering of Smilin'
Through is in beautiful technicolor. The cast includes Jeannette MacDonald, Brian Aherne,
Ian Hunter, and Gene Raymond;
and the direction is by able Frank
Borzage. Nevertheless, the picture remains dull and uninspired
-a tearful, sickeningly sentimental bit of nothing.
Jeannette MacDonald's singing
introduces a refreshing break into the monotony. Ian Hunter, in
the role of the vicar, provides the
one sample of highly polished
artistry. Brian Aherne's characterization is, for him, far below
par; and Gene Raymond's por-
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trayal of the father-and-son role
is colorless and uninteresting.
Speaking of Mr. Raymond, was
the slang expression, "You're
telling me?" really in vogue at
the time of World War I?
A suggestion: Perhaps Smilin'
Through needed a longer rest
this time. It should emulate the
example of Rip Van \Vinkle.

HONKY TONK
(M-G-M)

Directed by jack Conway

Here, there, and everywhere
one reads of the box office success of this picture. That doesn't

mean that Hanky Tonk is a good
film. It isn't. It's cheap and vulgar. Its success is merely further
evidence-if any is needed-that
P. T. Barnum was right.
The release of H onky Tonk
was preceded by a tremendous
build-up and a veritable blast of
ballyhoo. The teaming of Clark
Gable and the original "sweater
girl," Lana Turner, was heralded
as the advent of "box office dynamite." The description is apt
enough. Dynamite, you know, is
always labeled with the warning,
"Danger! Stay away!" Good advice, I say.
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a day out of Fort Devens. A truck in
the column broke down, and, since
two of the chaplains were riding together at the tail, we were held up.
Purely by coincidence (I assure you
I'd never stop there purposely again)
we were parked before a church and
parsonage. Since it was a stop of several hours, I ventured boldly in
where angeb fear to tread. I was met
with good-natured curiosity as a freak
from the skies (or the waters under
the earth). The pastor and his family continually pressed upon me in
order that I might bring in my Catholic companion. I held off as long as
I could, embarrassed already myself.
However, not to seem too rude, I
finally invited my Catholic friend in,
only to have him subjected to poor,
bigoted, anti-popish jokes and lectures on temperance that were insulting not only to his church but to the
intelligence of both of us. With a
hasty adieu we made an ungracious
exit praying that at long last the
truck might be ready.
The second day out we were delayed again by a breakdown. (Being
last has some advantages.) In a Pennsylvania mining town we met two
pastors. The one a local Protestant
minister who upbraided us both on
the cause of the pacifist. The other
a friendly Polish priest, who, despite
his background, made both of us feel
that the Lord's work was to be done
even in the Army. Perhaps by now I
was prejudiced, but it seemed even
the townsmen gave greater respect to
the immigrant priest than to the native-born evangelist.
In the maneuver territory itself (to
drag out further illustrations would

LETTERS
to the

EDITOR
Voice from the Army
Sir:
On behalf of the Lutheran men in
my regiment I wish to thank you for
your generous gift of THE CRESSET,
which we receive regularly in our
office. My personal thanks to the Walther League for making these gifts to
those in the service possible.
I believe my experience in convoy
through several eastern states preparatory to maneuvers may provide
grist for the mill of theological
thinkers.
In my regiment there are three
chaplains. I am the only Protestant
chaplain, the other two are Roman
Catholic. In our travels down here to
the maneuver territory and in the territory itself we have made many contacts with civilian pastors. These contacts have impressed upon me the
disunity of Protestants and the lack
of common interests even among Lutherans. On the other hand, by way
of contrast, the real catholicity of the
Roman Church has been emphasized
and brought home to me forcibly.
The first bombshell was less than
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be fruitless) we found the same welcome among Catholics and the same
narrow-minded prejudices among
Protestants. I was welcomed and treated as a friend by priests, but I and
my Catholic co-laborers were all but
thrown out of many a good Protestant parsonage.
Now can any thinking mari wonder why the strength of the Reformation has waned? This devisive, bigoted spirit, which goes under the
name of free Protestantism is a symbol of decay and disease. Lutheran
unity cannot be forced; but Lutheran
disunity and prejudice will pull down
the pillars upon us and is making
great gains because of its unity, its
warmheartedness, yes, even its humanity. Can we not as Lutherans
travel from one community, from one
synod, to another and find welcome
even as a Catholic from one diocese
to another? Would to God it were
possible! I look forward to the day
when I can visit as chaplain or civilian pastor my fellow-pastors in the
Lutheran Church and not be treated
as an outcast and an alien. I long for
the day when any clergyman, be he
parson or priest, might receive the
Christian welcome in the parsonage
and church of all others.
The above material is offered for
your benefit. You may use it for comment, for condensation, for criticism.
You may ignore it except for your
own cogitations upon the theme of
the necessity for maintaining within
Lutheranism a catholic or universal
Church.
C. UMHAU WoLF, Chaplain
16th Infantry, 1st Division U.S.A.
Fort Bragg, North Carolina

For Revision
Sir:
Since several remarks have been
made in our beloved CRESSET on the
subject of supplanting our Authorized Version with a newer translation, perhaps it will not be out of
place to make a few more on the
subject.
Somehow I cannot agree with the
claims that the A. V. is so beautiful,
so majestic, so perfect, so supreme
that we should not even think of
changing it. Here are a few points
which make me differ with your position:
I) The A. V. is not perfect. In several instances the translation is erratic. Many words are used which
today are obsolete. Our professors,
preachers and teachers are for ever
making "explanations" about the
true meaning of this or that passage.
Much of this would be avoided if the
translation was correct in the first
place. That all this is true, we see
from the fact that we are soon to
have the N. T. with "Notes." To me
that sounds very much like just a
waste of time.
2) The King James version is supposed to be beautiful. Granted! But
the writings of Chaucer also are supposed to be beautiful. But would you
publish a poem in the style of Canterbury Tales? Spenser's Faerie Queene
is supposed to be beautiful enough
for study in English literature. But
would you use Spenser's style and
language in your editorials? Beauty
in written works may have its place.
But that place should never be given
at the expense of the meaning!
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3) Unless we are sadly mistaken,
the original documents were not written in the classic languages, especially not the New Testament. When the
apostles wrote, I wonder why they
used the common "Koine" instead of
the classic Greek? Evidently their
concern was not so much about beauty and majesty, but to get the meaning in to the minds and hearts of their
readers. We can hardly improve on
that!
So let's face facts. We need a revision of the Authorized Version and
need it badly. The sooner we get it
in modern, popular language the better. It is hard enough to get .people
to read the Bible at all. Why give
them hazards of language on top of
it all?
Youngstown, Ohio
J.ZORNAN

St. Louis Blues
Sir:
I have been a subscriber-and reader-of THE CRESSET since Volume l,
No. I, and have gained considerable
enjoyment and knowledge from the
reading of this publication.
I notice in the Literary Scene that
the names of guest reviewers are always given at the end of the review
while the names of staff reviewers are
always omitted. For quite some time
I have been wishing that all reviews
would give the name of the reviewer
and I wonder why this is not done.
I read with considerable interest
the review on Father of the Blues in
the September issue, and was delighted to find someone else who thinks
the "St. Louis Blues" is 0. K. For
years I have been ridiculed because

my opinion agrees with that of the
reviewer and I am now pleased to
know that at least one other person
admits that, to quote the reviewer,
"I get a kick out of the 'St. Louis
Blues.' " This is just another instance
where I would like very much to
know the identity of the reviewer.
CLARA BEWIE
Austin, Texas

From a Chaplain
Sir:
My purpose in writing is to offer
congratulations on the fourth birthday anniversary of THE CRESSET.
My congratulations come somewhat
in the form of a confession. When
you first came out with THE CRESSET,
1 said, "What? Another publication?"
and wondered if the editors could
not find enough to do and so invented another job. Perhaps at that
time THE CRESSET did not exactly fit
my particular need.
But since I have been in this army
game, I have looked forward to the
coming of that well-written, welledited, and, above all, sane monthly.
In the midst of a decidedly worldly
group who wonder what a chaplain
is, and in an environment in which
all restraint of speech, thought and
action is quite removed, THE CRESSET
helps mightily to keep a sane balance. And when modern questions
are dealt with in an approach such
as THE CRESSET presents, you thank
God for such a publication and for
men with the courage to speak out.
Congratulations, and God bless your
continued efforts!
EDWARD J. KROENCKE, Chaplain 258th
F. A., Madison Barracks, New York

OR the second time in its brief
F history
THE CRESSET must re-

In a brilliant analysis, E. G.
Schwiebert, professor of history
at Valparaiso University, subjects
Mr. McGovern's thesis to a devastating and thorough examination. Our readers will find this
article of deep interest at the present moment.

cord the coming of war. This time
it involves our own beloved country. Obviously THE CRESSET will
continue to present a full, Christian view of the grave and perplexing problems
raised by our par,......
ticipation in the
Beginning with
world conflict.
this issue THE
We are, thereCRESSET presents
fore, particularly
a new column,
happy to present
named-mysteriin this issue a
ously-"The Asthoughtful and
trolabe." It is beoptimistic article
ing conducted
by our associate,
jointly by our
Dr. 0. A. Geiseassociates, Theoman, pastor of
dore Graebner
Grace Church,
PROBLEMS
and Ad. HaentzOak Park, IlliCONTRIBUTORS
schel. Both men
nois. Dr. Geiseare known for
man answers
FINAL NOTES
their sound scholmany questions
arship, clarity of
which have unthought and felido u b ted 1y o ccity of expression.
curred to our
Although a colreaders. It is encouraging to note that its final umn under dual conductorship is
conclusion is one of optimism and a rare phenomenon in journalism, we are certain that "The Ashope.
trolabe" will have a long and
,......
useful
career.
The publication of Dr. Geise-
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man's article on the war has made
it necessary for us to postpone until February an extended critical
review of William M. McGovern's
book From Luther to Hitler. This
book has aroused wide attention.

THE CREsSET Associates join me
in extending to all our readers
good wishes for a New Year made
blessed and happy by Him Who
is our hope and our peace.
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'Washington

THE HON. JOHN W. BOEHNE,

JR.

Member of Congress : Eighth District, Indiana

rfHE CRESSET has been a regular visitor

111

tny home since the first day of publication. It
cmntnands preferred attention over every other
tnonthly 1nagazine, because of its Christian
character. Its editorials are the kind that n1ake
one think, a phenomenon unusual in contemporary magaZines.
A few 1nonths ago I was reading aloud one of
the editorials to a group of high government
officials; whose names would be recognized by
every reader. The impression which this tnagazine made upon those people was tremendous.
They agreed with me that it was most unusual
to read a tnagazine from cover to cover without
noting any salacious tnaterial or without reading any story or editorial in which the name of
God had been used irreverently.

